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Abstract

Pain is a manifestation of disease and decreases welfare. Early detection of animal pain can

not only improve animal well being by enabling early diagnosis and treatment of disease, but

can also reduce healthcare costs for livestock owners. A video based animal pain detection

system can provide a reliable and scalable means to unobtrusively monitor animals round the

clock for signs of pain behavior, and enable the timely provision of medical treatment and

pain management. This thesis presents the first steps towards creating such an automated

visual system for animal pain detection. In particular, it presents computer vision techniques

for pain recognition in the horse, and addresses the challenges of reliably determining pain

when working with small scale and sparsely annotated datasets.

We first present two methods that address challenges in veterinary research on equine

pain detection by transferring techniques from computer vision and graph theory. We present

a unifying description of the equine pain face by use of the biologically grounded language of

Equine Facial Action Coding System (EquiFACS) to identify facial changes most correlated

with pain in horses. In addition, we develop a novel graph based method that deduces the

components of pain expression in horses by inspecting correlations between facial changes.

Following, we develop an automatic and easy to use application for finding horse faces

in videos that allows veterinary researchers to quickly identify time segments suitable for

facial expression annotation from long videos. The application uses a deep convolution

network for fast and reliable detection of horse faces, saves veterinary researchers hours in

valuable annotation time, enables blinding during the data selection process, and has been
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instrumental in the description of both the pain and the stress face in horses in terms of

EquiFACS.

Beyond veterinary science, we present novel computer vision methods for automatic horse

behavior understanding that use small and sparsely annotated datasets. We present a means

for identifying facial keypoints in animal faces that enables accurate detection of horse facial

parts without requiring large amounts of training data by transferring knowledge from large,

readily available human facial keypoint datasets via face structure warping. Apart from

facial keypoints, collecting detailed horse pain annotation in videos is cumbersome, and

unscalable. We address this problem by developing two different methods that are capable

of identifying pain behavior with crude – weak – video level training labels. First, we present

a graph convolution based method for action localization that, by the explicit use of similarity

relationships between time segments in videos, temporally localizes the extent of actions in

videos despite not being trained with any such annotation. Finally, we present a method for

pain detection in horses that uses horse pose cues, learned via multi-view surveillance footage,

in a weakly supervised setting to deduce the pain status of the horse. The method identifies

pain features that align well with pain scales currently used by veterinary practitioners, with

impressive accuracy.

Prof. Yong Jae Lee

Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recognition of pain in animals is important because pain is a manifestation of disease and

decreases animal welfare. Early recognition of pain can prevent unnecessary animal suffering

by allowing for timely provision of pain relief and medical treatment.

Increasing animal welfare can be of particular benefit to livestock practitioners who are

under increasing pressure to provide humane living conditions to livestock from conscientious

and aware consumers [1]. For example, animal welfare concerns was the biggest reason for

people to switch to vegan and vegetarian diets in the UK in the past five years [2]. Early

detection of pain can also help livestock owners save in medical and veterinary costs which

are significant. For example, an estimated 2.3 billion is spent nationwide on veterinary

expenditure for cattle [3, 4], and according to a survey conducted in 2015 by the Center

for Equine Health at UC Davis of more than 3000 horse owners, the average veterinary and

medical expenditure of a single horse can total $2500 annually.

The International Association for the Study of Pain defines pain as “an unpleasant sensory

and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or described in

terms of such damage” [5]. The emotional component of pain is labelled as ‘affective’ or

‘aversive’ in animals [6], and represents awareness by the animal of damage or threat to

the integrity of its tissues. As a sensory experience, it changes the animal’s physiology and
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behavior in order to reduce or avoid perceived damage, prevent its recurrence, and promote

recovery. Treating pain as an emotional experience, modern pain scales are primarily based

on behavioral parameters rather than physiological measures [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

Alongside identifying body movements indicative of pain, facial expressions of pain, the ‘pain

face’, has been identified for horses [16, 17], cows [13], and sheep [14] among other mammals.

In all three mammals, the pain face is considered a highly reliable indicator for the presence

of acute pain.

However, identification of animal pain through human observation is problematic. It can

lead to inaccurate evaluations because prey animals, such as horses and cattle, display less

obvious pain behavior and hide pain symptoms around unfamiliar human observers [18, 19].

It can also lead to incomplete evaluations because accurate assessment of pain may require

constant 24 hour surveillance which is impractical for a human observer.

This thesis envisions a solution to the above problems through an automatic visual an-

imal pain detection system. If pain could be assessed continuously and automatically from

video, footage from installed surveillance cameras could be analyzed by artificially intelligent

systems to monitor animal behavior round the clock and identify animals that exhibit signs

of distress. The animals could then be provided with timely medical treatment. Such a

system would help reduce both the distress of monitored animals, and the medical cost of

treatment by allowing for early diagnosis.

In particular, this thesis lays the ground work for an automatic pain monitoring system

by developing computer vision techniques for pain recognition in the horse, and addresses the

challenges of reliably determining pain when working with small scale and sparsely annotated

datasets. While the methods presented have been developed for equine pain recognition, my

hope is that they will be successfully adapted and extended for other livestock species and

provide a broader impact on animal welfare.

Computer vision addresses the technology that enables intelligent processing of visual

data. Since the wide scale adoption of deep learning after AlexNet [20], research in com-
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puter vision has made great progress for a wide range of problems such as object detection

[21], video summarization [22], facial recognition [23], and visual question answering [24].

Computer vision techniques are ubiquitous in every day life; for example, computer vision

models help tag, share, and organize photo collections, provide personalized product recom-

mendations and ads, filter content on search engines, and help navigate self driving cars.

Computer vision research has also shown promising results on animal pain detection.

Promising results have been shown on sheep [25], mice [26], donkeys [27], and horses [28]

and point to the promise of this area of research.

While promising, research on animal pain recognition is nascent, and has not reached the

success of computer vision systems on human pain detection. While the seminal Computer

Expression Recognition Toolbox [29] that could recognize 6 types of human expressions,

used support vector machines, hand crafted Gabor filter features, and small datasets, re-

cent research in human facial expression understanding such as [30, 31] have relied on deep

convolution neural networks and large datasets [32, 33, 34] to achieve impressive above 95%

accuracy on human facial expression classification.

It is tempting to pursue an approach similar to automatic human pain detection in

order to automatically detect equine pain. However, horse pain recognition faces challenges

that are unique and distinct from those of human pain detection, and demands tailor made

solutions.

Human pain research has been primarily informed by the gold standard of self reported

pain. Humans self report their level of pain, and the facial expressions associated with that

time have been used to determine what their pain looks like [35]. Facial expressions of

pain were described using Facial Action Coding System [36]. The coding system comprises

of Action Units (AU) that describe how contraction of specific facial muscle fibres change

facial appearance. Since it is grounded in the underlying anatomy of the skin of the face,

FACS presents an objective language for describing facial changes, that is agnostic to the

experimental setup or method where it is used. FACS based annotation also lead to the
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development of large and reliably annotated datasets [33, 37, 38, 39], that have been used to

train expression detection systems. As deep learning systems required more data for training,

keyword based image searches have been used in combination with automatic methods to

build larger datasets [40].

On the other hand, being non-verbal, a gold standard based on self-reported pain does

not exist for horses. Consequently many different descriptive languages exist to describe the

symptoms of pain. For example, the horse ear positions indicative of pain have been described

varyingly as “stiffly backwards” [16], “backwards” [11], “lowered”, and “asymmetric” [13].

Lack of self report also makes it difficult to account for temporal variability in pain intensity,

and behavioral differences between individuals and breeds in pain expression.

Furthermore, at the start of my PhD, usable horse video or image datasets were non-

existent. This was partly due to the nascence of this area of interdisciplinary research. The

equine facial expressions of pain described in veterinary studies in 2014 [16] and 2015 [13],

while the pain face in humans was described in 1985 [41]. As for humans, annotating equine

video data with facial action codes is a cumbersome process, with a single minute video clip

taking from 30 to 120 minutes to annotate, depending on the contents of the video.

Additionally, collecting horse video datasets comes with the added overhead of ensuring

that footage features the horse in frame, clearly visible, and not occluded. In the study by

Gleerup et al [13], weeks were spent to train six horses to stand comfortably and still in front

of a camera, which makes such an approach cumbersome, unscalable, and probably provides

an unnatural representation of spontaneous pain. In fact, data that has been collected with

humans present may fail to generalize well since horses have been shown to hide affective

state in the presence of human observers [19]. Alternatively, surveillance footage of horses

could be sieved for usable time periods as done by Dalla Costa et al [16]. However, the

process of manually selecting usable video segments or frames can take as long as the video

footage itself, and hampers the necessary blinding process for data selection.

Interestingly, human detection of equine pain can be far from excellent. Veterinary
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experts have been shown to have an accuracy of just 58% in correctly identifying horse pain

from videos [28]. These results echo findings in human pain detection, where human health

care providers’ are show to have low ability to correctly recognize human pain [42].

These challenges have informed the work done in this thesis, and are presented next.

Chapter 2 addresses the need for a unifying description of the equine pain face that is

grounded in an objective and method agnostic language. Specifically, the Equine Facial

Action Coding System [43] is used to describe the expression of pain in horses using both

a novel method developed for this thesis, alongside an established method used previously

for human facial expressions. The method of Kunz et al [44], that was previously used to

describe the human pain face, is used to deduce the set of equine action units most correlated

with pain in horses by inspecting the frequency of action units’ occurrence. Additionally, a

novel graph based method that uses the correlations between action units to infer the equine

expression of pain is presented. Furthermore, we inspect how the expression of pain may

vary over different lengths of time, and across clinical and experimental settings. The work

also compares and contrasts the features of pain presented across different studies with those

presented by us.

In Chapter 3 we address the pragmatic problem of video selection overhead when an-

notating equine datasets. We present a method that automates the process of finding time

sequences in long videos of unobserved horses where the horse face is clearly visible and

suitable for further facial expression annotation. The method used a retrained YOLO v2

[45] object detector to detect horse faces in side and front view in frames extracted from an

input video. The detections’ confidence across video time are then shown to the user for

them to prioritize their annotation efforts and improve productivity by going from most us-

able to least usable video segments. The method has an easy to use graphical user interface,

reduced video sequence selection overhead to a percent of what it was before, and has been

used extensively for selecting video clips for equine facial action coding in video footage of

horses at Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, most recently in [46].
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Chapter 4 presents a method for detecting facial keypoints in animals – specifically horses,

and sheep. The method additionally addresses the challenge of animal dataset availability

by transferring information from readily available human facial keypoint datasets. Keypoint

detection is an important prerequisite for alignment of faces before facial expression analysis,

and has been used for animal expression analysis [25, 47, 27]. Given an input image of an

animal face, the system outputs the pixel location of the eye centers, mouth corners and

nose center of the horse. The method localized facial keypoints on animals by transferring

knowledge gained from human faces. A conventional approach to the problem would be to

finetune a network trained to detect keypoints on human faces to horse faces. We showed

such an approach to be sub-optimal due the large difference in face shape between the two

species. Instead we warped animal faces to resemble a more human shape, and then used

the warped animal face images to finetune a pre-trained human keypoint detection network.

In this way we were able to compensate for the lack of a large animal keypoint dataset by

effectively transferring information from human datasets, and additionally directly addressed

the problem of dataset availability by building and publicly releasing a dataset of horse facial

images and keypoints comprising of more than 3000 images.

Given a video of a horse, it can be cumbersome to annotate the exact start and end

times of segments where the horse is expressing pain. Furthermore, due to lack of a gold

standard for pain it may be difficult to ascertain which visual features to annotate as painful

or not painful. However, it can be much easier to annotate the entire video as a pain video

if it contains (or is likely to contain) parts where the horse expresses pain. These ‘weak’

video level labels can then be used to train a multi-instance learning system that can not

only distinguish between videos with pain and videos without pain, but can also indicate the

exact times when the expression of pain becomes visible. In computer vision, this problem

has been explored through weakly supervised action localization and classification and forms

the subject of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

In Chapter 5 we present a method for weakly-supervised action localization using a novel
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graph convolution based network. In order to find and classify video time segments that

correspond to relevant action classes, a system must be able to both identify discriminative

time segments in each video, and identify the full extent of each action. Achieving this

with weak video level labels requires the system to use similarity and dissimilarity between

moments across videos in the training data to understand both how an action appears, as

well as the sub-actions that comprise the action’s full extent. However, previous methods

do not make explicit use of similarity between video moments to inform the localization

and classification predictions. Our method used graph convolutions to explicitly model

appearance and motion similarity between video moments. Video moments were represented

as nodes in a graph, and the edge between any two graph nodes was weighed by how similar

two nodes were. By performing inference over this graph during both train and test time, we

were able to explicitly model similarity relationships to successfully localize as well as classify

actions in video. The proposed method generalized well across three different computer vision

action localization benchmark datasets, and can also be applied for horse pain recognition.

Chapter 6 directly addresses the problem of equine pain recognition from surveillance

video footage. The dataset features horses in box stalls with induced orthopaedic pain that

are filmed using four surveillance cameras. Training a deep network to infer pain directly

from the video frames is shown to be prone to overfitting. At the same time, it is not possible

to ensure that the network does not focus on extraneous information, such as the filming

time stamp or box stall lighting to determine the pain status of the horse. Therefore, we

use a self-supervised method to disentangle the horse pose from its identity, and from the

background. The disentangled pose representation is then used to determine the pain status

of the horse. Furthermore, we propose a new pain specific loss formulation that is able to

use weak labels effectively and show that it outperforms both a strong supervision baseline,

and the more classic multi-instance learning loss formulation.

The concluding chapter presents a summary of the thesis, and its limitations. In addition,

I present an overview of directions in which research in this area is growing, and exciting
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directions for future research and development.

1.1 Contributions

This dissertation presents various approaches to address the challenges of equine pain de-

tection. As an interdisciplinary area of research, I present work that is useful for veterinary

research on pain (Chapters 1 and 2), as well as novel methods in computer vision that ad-

dress the technical challenges of equine pain understanding (Chapters 3-5). Following are

the contributions of this dissertation:

• Described the equine pain face in terms of Equine Facial Action Coding System. As

EquiFACS is grounded in the musculature of the horse face, the language used to

describe the pain face is both objective and comprehensive. We found inner brow

raiser to be less important than previously believed, and found the half blink and chin

raiser to be important indicators of pain.

• Proposed a novel graph based method for determining the facial changes associated

with an emotional state by modeling the co-occurrences between facial muscle move-

ments in a pain and no-pain state. Unlike previous methods developed to determine

human emotion expressions [44], our Co-Occurrence Graph method is able to model

co-occurrences over varying temporal extents, and can highlight facial changes that

are infrequent, but discriminative. The method has also been applied to determine the

equine face of stress [46]

• Developed the Horse Face Finder, a deep convolution network and software for localiz-

ing horse faces in video frames. The method reduces the overhead time for EquiFACS

annotation in long videos by 0.01 times, while reducing the likelihood of data selection

bias by allowing for blinded data selection. The software has been used extensively at

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, including data presented in [46] and [48].
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• Created a novel method for animal facial keypoint detection based on transfer learning

from human keypoint datasets, and deep networks. The method achieved impressive

performance on horses and sheep with just 8% and 0.8% failure rates respectively.

• Created and publicly released a horse facial keypoint dataset, comprising of 3171 images

of horse faces with eyes, nose, and mouth corners marked.

• Circumvented the need for detailed temporal annotation for pain by proposing a

method for action localization supervised with weak classification labels. The method

made explicit use of similarity relationships between time segments with the use of

graph convolutions and pushed the state of the art in weakly supervised action local-

ization across three benchmark datasets.

• Used self-supervision and temporally aligned multi-view videos of horses to learn a

latent representation of the horse pose that is disentangled from the scene background

and horse identity.

• Developed a novel multi-instance learning loss for weakly supervised pain detection in

horses.

• Used the disentangled pose representation and novel pain loss to develop a method for

equine pain detection in unobserved horses. The method achieves up to 65% accuracy

in pain vs no pain classification.
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Chapter 2

Equine Facial Action Coding System

for determination of pain-related

facial responses in videos of horses

Pain is a sign of disease, and early recognition of pain may improve welfare and treatment

of otherwise disabling diseases in horses. While self-reporting is the gold standard for as-

sessment of pain in verbal humans [49], there are no measures available for the aversive

components of pain in non-verbal mammals, including the horse [50]. The IASP definition

of pain states that “the inability to communicate verbally does not negate the possibility

that an individual is experiencing pain” [5] , referring to adults, neonates, infants, as well as

animals unable to communicate. This has brought attention to communication of pain con-

veyed by non-verbal behaviours, such as bodily behavior, and visible physiological activity

such as muscle tremor and facial expressions. During the last decades, a plethora of pain

scales based on pain-related bodily behavior has been developed for horses [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Research in facial expressions as indicators of pain in horses is a more recent contribution

[16, 17]. In one pain study [17], pain was induced in otherwise healthy and trained horses

using short-term acute pain induction models, whereas horses in another study [16] experi-
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enced postoperative pain from castration. Despite many differences in the conditions and

methodology, these two very different studies identified and described facial activity in the

same regions of the face, corresponding to moveable facial muscles related to the ears, eyes,

nostrils, lips, and chin. However, differences were also present. Dalla Costa et al. [51] later

identified a classifier that could estimate the pain status of the animal based on the facial

activities coded, confirming that the categories used for scoring were related to the pain

state of the horse. Due to differences in both experimental approaches and descriptions of

the facial activities observed, a detailed comparison of the facial activities during pain in the

two mentioned studies has not been done.

In humans, the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) provides a recognized method for

identifying and recording facial expressions based on the visible movement of the under-

lying facial muscles [36]. The coding requires extensive training, and reliable coding can

be expected from certified coders. Recently, Wathan et al. [43], on the basis of FACS

methodology, developed the Equine Facial Action Coding System (EquiFACS) for horses.

EquiFACS exhaustively describes all observable equine facial behavior in three categories:

17 Action Units (AUs), four Ear Action Descriptors (EADs) and seven Action Descriptors

(ADs). FACS coding uses detailed frame-by-frame video observation of facial muscle move-

ment, as well as changes in facial morphology (e.g., the position of the eyebrows, size/shape

of the mouth, lips, or eyelids, the appearance of various furrows, creases, bulges of the skin)

to determine which AU(s) occurred. Inter-observer agreement is good-to-excellent for spon-

taneously generated facial behavior in more than 90% of the action units in humans [52]

scored by trained and certified FACS readers.

The work by Wathan [43] showed that facial movements can be coded reliably only

from video sequences and provide precise information about times of onset and offset of the

individual AUs. The FACS systems exhaustively code all facial activity observed, not only

what is thought to be pain-related. Any interpretations of the emotional meaning of the

observed AUs occur post-coding, as the coding system itself is entirely atheoretical.
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Pain-related facial responses in horses have never been described using EquiFACS. While

the methodology now exists for the coding of horse facial activity, no methods exist for the

interpretation of the results. Research on human facial expressions of pain is mature and

extensive. Kunz et al [44] presents a systematic review of studies on human facial expressions

of pain and describe current approaches for the identification of AUs associated with pain.

One approach for defining an AU as pain related is for it to occur frequently, i.e. forming

more than 5%, a heuristically set limit, of total AU occurrences in pain state [53]. The second

approach is to define an AU as pain related if it occurs more frequently during pain than

during baseline [35]. Most often both criteria are applied after each other [54], resulting

in a set of AUs that are both frequent and distinct to pain. These methods have never

been investigated in horses. Additionally they do not take into consideration the temporal

patterns of co-occurring facials actions into consideration, which are increasingly recognized

as important for interpretation of facial expressions [55].

Therefore, the aims of this study were to code facial expressions of horses before and

during acute experimental pain, and to develop and test statistical approaches that define

pain-related facial movements in EquiFACS.

We used videos from a published experiment of acute pain [17] where the horses were

habituated to the surroundings and filming conditions, rendering the horses minimally in-

fluenced by external input. To explore our models’ ability to generalize to horses in a less

controlled environment we also collected and EquiFACS coded videos of horses with and

without pain in a clinical setting.

We expected that EquiFACS analysis of painful horses would indicate facial activities in

the same anatomical regions as pointed out by the Horse Grimace Scale [16] and the Pain

Face [17], and that the statistics based on frequency and the temporal information of the

EquiFACS coding could be used to identify facial expressions of pain in videos of horses with

experimental and spontaneously occurring pain.
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2.1 Horse Pain Dataset

2.1.1 Experimental Pain Data

We used videos of six healthy horses of different breeds, five mares and one gelding, aged 3–14

years, recorded during a study of horses subject to acute short-term pain [17]. Briefly, horses

were stabled at the research facility for at least ten days before the study, and were positively

reinforced during this time to stand in the trial area while wearing only a neck collar. These

conditions were designed to increase the horse’s comfort in trial settings, reducing the risk

of external factors influencing the horse. Baseline recordings (using Canon Legria HF S21,

Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) were obtained on the day of the experiment. Acute short term

ischemic pain was induced by the application of a pneumatic blood pressure cuff placed on

a forelimb and the session was recorded for 20 minutes, while pain behaviour was observed

and scored using a modified version of a composite measure pain scale [56].

Video clips of 30 seconds duration were selected from the baseline period, and during

nociceptive stimulation, at the first occasion where the profiled horse was within the frame

for 30 seconds. This resulted in two videos per horse before and during pain, totaling twelve

videos.

2.1.2 Clinical Pain Data

Twenty-one horses admitted to a horse clinic for either treatment of a disease (n=11), or

control/farriery (n=10) were filmed with a handheld video camera (Canon Legria, Tokyo,

Japan, in HD quality), not restrained and in their observation stall in the premises of The

University Animal Hospital Copenhagen or Sweden. Their age ranged from 3 to 17 years

(median 8 years) and breeds included warm blood horses (n=11), trotters (n=8) and Icelandic

horses (n=2). They were filmed from outside the box with hand held cameras, at the earliest

6 hours after being installed in the box without further acclimatization. Inclusion criteria

were owners’ consent for research purposes and exclusion criteria were horses that displayed
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obvious bodily pain behaviour.

Three veterinarians (two females and one male, with more than 10 years of personal

experience with horses) assessed pain level based on their clinical experience as either ‘Severe

Pain’, ‘Moderate Pain’, or ‘No Pain’, for each horse without prior knowledge of the horses.

To obtain a single pain label, we used majority voting between raters. That is, if at least

two of the three raters labeled a video as either ‘Moderate’ or ‘Severe’ pain, the video was

labeled as ‘Pain’, else the video was labeled as ‘No Pain’. This resulted in 7 pain and 14

no-pain videos. The video clips were FACS annotated by a single certified EquiFACS coder

without prior knowledge of the horses.

2.1.3 Equine Facial Action Coding System

Equine Facial Action Coding System, as described by Wathan et al. [43] was used for a

complete annotation of all videos. The system consists of 17 Action Units (AUs), and 11

Action descriptors (ADs), of which four are Ear Action Descriptors (EADs). While AUs

represent the contraction of a particular muscle or muscle group, ADs describe a movement

caused by either an undetermined muscular basis, or by deep muscles. For simplicity all

EquiFACS codes are referred to as AUs in the following text.

All films were coded in a blinded manner by a single certified EquiFACS coder without

knowledge of the study horses with inter-rater agreement > 70% and intra-rater agreement

93%. A complete list of the 28 codes [43] were entered into the annotation software (freeware

ELAN [57]). The video clip was first viewed in normal speed. Following, over at least three

slow motion, or frame-by-frame, re-runs the annotator coded three regions of the horse face

- the ears, upper face, and lower face - and noted the appearance and disappearance of all

facial activity. In addition, it was noted if a specific region was out of the frame and therefore

not codable.

The resulting dataset contains the occurrence of different AUs, time of their onset, offset,

duration, and their temporal overlap with other active AUs. In the statistics section we refer
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to each period of AU activation – the contraction of muscle or muscle groups associated with

the AU – as an AU occurrence. The duration of an AU occurrence is the period of time

that elapses between the start and end of its activation. The frequency of an AU in a video

sequence is the number of times it is activated during the video for that AU.

2.2 Discovering Pain AUs

The EquiFACS datasets derived from experimental and clinical videos was used to identify

the action units most useful for the identification of pain in a data-driven manner. AUs

associated with head and neck movement were excluded as they do not correspond with

facial expressions.

We use a paired t-test for mean values for experimental data, and unpaired t-test for

mean values for clinical data to test significance. The number of times an AU occurs within

an observation was used for the t-test.

2.2.1 Human FACS Interpretation (HFI) Method

As laid out by Kunz et al in a systematic review on human facial expressions of pain [44], we

used a two step approach in determining pain AUs. First, AUs that form more than 5% of all

AU occurrences in pain videos were selected, meaning that an AU was selected if the number

of times it was active in pain videos formed more than 5% of the total number of times any

AU was active. From these, the AUs that occurred more frequently in pain than in no-pain

videos were determined as the final pain related AUs. To account for unequal number of

pain and no-pain videos, AU frequency for pain and no-pain groups was normalized by the

number of videos in each group before comparison.
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2.2.2 Co-occurrence Method

While the method presented above (Section 2.2.1) was simple, it does not take into consid-

eration the temporal distribution of onset-offset of the various AUs. AUs that comprise a

pain expression are likely to co-occur, i.e. occur together, in a pain state, and are likely to

co-occur with a different set of AUs in a no-pain state.

We therefore developed a novel method for describing pain expressions by identifying

AUs that occur together in a given period of time. Instead of looking at only frequency and

distinctiveness, we compared patterns of co-occurrence of AUs between pain and no-pain

states to discover the AUs most indicative of pain.

For comparison of the patterns, we built a graph to capture the co-occurrence relation-

ships between AUs. Each node represented an AU and edges between nodes were weighted

by how often they occurred together. We then inspected how edge weights changed between

pain and no-pain videos, and selected AUs that exhibited the largest change as pain AUs.

All AUs that were active during a pre-defined slice of time – an Observation Window – were

counted as co-occurring. This information was available since we recorded the start and end

time of each AU activation (see Section 2.1.3).

More specifically, we built a ‘Co-occurrence Graph’ each for pain – GP – and no-pain –

GNP – states. The graph was represented as a N×N adjacency matrix, where N is the total

number of annotated action units, and value in row i and column j of the matrix represents

the edge from AU i to AU j, and is weighted by the fraction of times AU j occurs in the

same Observation Window as action unit i. For example, if AU j occurs together with AU

i in 5 time slices, and AU i occurs in 10 time slices in total the value in row i, column j –

referred to as Gi,j – would be 5/10 = 0.5. The diagonal of this matrix was set to zero. The

Co-occurrence Graph is directed, meaning that the value in Gi,j need not equal Gj,i since

AU i and j can occur in a different total number of Observation Windows.

Using fraction, or relative co-occurrence, rather than raw co-occurrence count, to weigh

each edge acts as a normalization procedure such that AUs that occur more frequently (such
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as blinking) do not have higher edge weights than AUs that occur less frequently. Edge

values also become easily interpretable as they capture the co-occurrence rate of any two

AUs relative to other co-occurring AUs, and are bounded between 0 and 1.

Following, we subtracted the adjacency matrix of no-pain co-occurrence graph from the

adjacency matrix of pain co-occurrence graph to obtain a ‘Difference Graph’, GD.

GD = GP −GNP

GD captures changes in relative co-occurrence importance between pain and no-pain

states. For example a difference value of +0.3 between AU i and j implies that AU j

constitutes 30% more of all co-occurrences in pain than it did in no-pain for AU i, and

has increased in relative co-occurrence importance. Note that since the pain and no-pain

Co-occurrence Graphs are directed graphs, the Difference Graph is also directed.

The AUs with the largest values in the Difference Graph were considered important

for pain detection. Given an AU, we calculated its total change in relative co-occurrence

importance for all its co-occurring AUs between pain and no-pain states. AUs that showed

more than a chosen threshold t change were chosen as pain AUs.

More formally, let Gi,j
D be the value in the ith row and jth column in the difference graph

adjacency matrix. The importance of AU i to pain detection, ri, is then calculated by using

the following formula that sums column i:

ri =
N∑
j

max{Gj,i
D , 0}

In other words, ri sums the change in relative co-occurrence AUs that co-occur with AU i

experience. Using column wise summation helps highlight AUs that influence the relative

co-occurrence of other AUs. A row wise summation, on the other hand, would disproportion-

ately highlight AUs that only exhibit large changes in relative co-occurrence because they

occur once or close to once in the entire dataset. By ignoring decreases, or negative values,
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in the summation, we avoided AUs that were negatively correlated with pain.

The threshold for selecting pain AUs, t, is done using the following formula, where R is

the set of all ri, R = {ri, . . . , rn}:

t = α (max R−min R) + min R

where α is a value between 0 and 1. At α = 0.5, the threshold is equal to the mid-range

of ri across all AUs.

This selection method thus selects AUs that exhibit a large change in relative co-occurrence

between painful and non-painful states. However, the selected AUs need not occur together

in the same time slice.

Conjoined Pain AUs

For AUs to configure a pain expression they should co-occur in the same Observation Win-

dow. They should also occur more frequently in pain rather than no-pain states. We refer

to these as conjoined AUs.

This equates to finding a cluster of AUs in the Difference Graph that are all connected

to each other, and have positive edge weights. We used a standard method in graph theory

– the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [58] – to find sets of AUs that satisfy these two conditions.

We considered any two AUs, i and j to be connected with a positive edge weight if both Gi,j
D

and Gj,i
D have a positive value. For every set, we summed its positive edge weights in GD

and selected the set with the highest sum as our final conjoined pain AUs.

2.2.3 Observation Window Size (OWS)

The Observation Window Size determines how close in time two AUs must occur to be

considered as co-occurring. For example if two AUs occur within the same 5 second slice,

with a OWS = 5, they would be counted as co-occurring. With longer OWS, more AUs will
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probably co-occur, simply because of the continued facial activities of the horse.

Our datasets comprised of 30 second video clips. We used a sliding window based ap-

proach to split each video into shorter clips where the step size is set to half the OWS. For

example with OWS = 5 a 30 second video will be split into 11 shorter clips of duration

5 seconds, starting at times 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and so on, seconds. We explored OWS set to

2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 seconds.

By exploring OWS of increasing length, we could capture AU co-occurrence dynamics

of varied time length. Each of these shorter clips were treated as separate pain or no-pain

observations. A smaller OWS helps increase the size of our dataset so that more reliable

assertions can be made.

2.2.4 Predictive Values

We inspected the power of specific AUs at reliably predicting pain. If the AU, or set of AUs,

are active in a video clip, we marked it as a pain video. Otherwise we marked it as a no pain

video. These pain and no-pain predictions were then compared against the ground truth

labels to determine the positive and negative predictive value of the AU set.

In addition, we report video level results, where the pain prediction label of the majority

observation windows determines the pain prediction label of the entire video.

2.2.5 Pain Observation Probability

Given a randomly selected video segment of fixed time length, we inspect the likelihood

of observing AUs found to be associated with pain (pain AUs). We also inspect how this

likelihood differs between the pain and no-pain groups.

Specifically, AUs that are associated to pain by both the HFI and Co-Occurrence methods

are selected as the pain AUs. For all time segments in the experimental pain dataset of

predefined length – the observation window size (OWS) – we report the percentage of time

segments that have a given number of pain AUs activated. In addition to the OWS mentioned
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Experimental Data Pain AUs with HFI Method

Action Unit
Chin Raiser Nostril Dilator Half Blink Ear Rotator Eye White Increase Inner Brow Raiser Blink Ears Forward

(AU17) (AD38) (AU47) (EAD104) (AD1) (AU101) (AU145) (EAD101)
Percentage of all

7.23% 10.54% 12.35% 13.86% 5.72% 13.25% 7.83% 8.73%
Pain video AUs

More Frequent in
X X X X X X 7 7

Pain Videos

Percentage Difference 90.91% 69.23% 56.25% 42.11% 17.14% 2.30% -14.29% -18.75%

Table 2.1: AUs found to be associated with pain using the Human FACS Interpretation
Method for experimental data.

above (Section 2.2.3), we also used an OWS of 0.04 seconds as a proxy for still image based

observation since it corresponds to one frame in a 25 frames per second film. We report the

likelihood of observing AUs associated with pain in observation windows from pain videos,

as well as no-pain videos. Finally, we inspect the percentage difference in these likelihoods

between the pain and no-pain groups. For specified OWS, o, and, number of pain AUs, n,

pn,oP and pn,oNP denote the probability of observing n pain AUs in a time segment of o length in

pain videos (P ) and no-pain (NP ) videos respectively. The percentage difference was then

calculated using the following standard formula:

Percentage Differencen,t =
pn,oP − p

n,o
NP

|pn,o
P +pn,o

NP |
2

× 100

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Human FACS Interpretation (HFI)

Table 2.1 summarizes the AUs that passed the frequency and distinctiveness criterion for

selection, along with the percentage of total AU occurrences each comprised, and the per-

centage difference in frequency each exhibited between experimental pain and no-pain videos.

Inner brow raiser (AU101), half blink (AU47), chin raiser (AU17), ear rotator (EAD104),

eye white increase (AD1), and nostril dilator (AD38) were associated with pain, while, of

the 5% most frequent action units, blink (AU145) and ears forward (EAD101) were not. Of

the selected AUs the most pronounced percentage difference in pain and no-pain frequency is
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Experimental Data Pain AUs with Co-Occurrence Method
OWS

α
Ear Rotator Half Blink Nostril Dilator Inner Brow Raiser Chin Raiser Eye White Increase Lip Presser Blink Sharp Lip Puller Ears Forward Chewing Upper Lid Raiser Nostril Lift Tongue Show Lip Pucker

(sec) (EAD104) (AU47) (AD38) (AU101) (AU17) (AD1) (AU24) (AU145) (AU113) (EAD101) (AD81) (AU5) (AUH13) (AD19) (AU18)

2
0.5 X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p<0.01) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p=0.720) (p<0.001) (p=0.372) (p=0.660) (p=0.266) (p=0.131) (p<0.001) (p<0.05) (p=0.258)

5
0.5 X X X X X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.055) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p=1.000) (p<0.001) (p=0.582) (p=0.236) (p=0.695) (p=0.292) (p=0.277) (p<0.01) (p<0.05) (p=0.437)

10
0.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.123) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p=0.928) (p<0.01) (p=0.712) (p=0.363) (p=0.517) (p=0.344) (p=0.225) (p<0.05) (p=1.000) (p<0.05) (p=0.442)

15
0.5 X X X X X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.160) (p<0.05) (p<0.01) (p=0.740) (p<0.01) (p=0.895) (p=0.415) (p=0.701) (p=0.399) (p=0.240) (p=0.058) (p=0.811) (p=0.066) (p=0.260)

20
0.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.270) (p<0.05) (p<0.05) (p=0.586) (p<0.05) (p=1.000) (p=0.581) (p=0.339) (p=0.504) (p=0.342) (p=0.104) (p=0.662) (p=0.266) (p=0.107) (p=0.389)

30
0.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.175) (p<0.05) (p=0.068) (p=0.920) (p=0.098) (p=0.656) (p=0.733) (p=0.530) (p=0.732) (p=0.621) (p=0.229) (p=0.903) (p=0.296) (p=0.229) (p=0.415)

Table 2.2: Pain AUs selected by the Co-Occurrence method for experimental data. Values
in parenthesis show p-value using paired t-test for mean values. The threshold values are
set to include AUs that are above the mid-range value (α = 0.5), as well as above the lower
third range value (α = 0.3), for change in relative co-occurrence.

for chin raiser (AU17) at 90.91%, while inner brow raiser (AU101) was barely more frequent

in pain videos at just 2.3%.

2.3.2 Co-Occurrence Method

Unlike the HFI Method, the Co-Occurrence method for feature selection relies on temporal

information to determine pain AUs. For each OWS we determined the relevant AUs and

also reported their p-value. Table 2.2 shows the AUs selected for each observation window

size, and for two different threshold values with α = 0.5 and 0.3.

Eye white increase (AD1), chin raiser (AU17), nostril dilator (AD38), half blink (AU47),

inner brow raiser (AU101), and ear rotator (EAD104) are selected across all observation

window sizes. All of the selected AUs are selected across multiple observation window sizes.

Of the AUs chosen across all OWS, half blink (AU47), nostril dilator (AD38), and chin

raiser (AU17) are statistically significant – i.e. with p < 0.05 – across almost all OWS. On the

other hand, inner brow raiser (AU101), and eye white increase (AD1) fail to show statistical

significance across any observation window size. This is echoed in findings from Section 2.3.1,

where inner brow raiser (AU101) is barely more frequent in pain videos compared to no-pain

videos, and eye white increase (AD1) barely constitutes more than 5% of AU occurrences in

pain videos.

Using a smaller observation window size not only accounts for briefer periods of pain
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Clinical Data Pain AUs with HFI Method

Action Unit
Half Blink Inner Brow Raiser Blink Nostril Dilator Ear Rotator Ears Forward

(AU47) (AU101) (AU145) (AD38) (EAD104) (EAD101)
Percentage of all

10.89% 19.76% 17.34% 13.71% 10.89% 9.68%
Pain video AUs

More Frequent in
X X X X 7 7

Pain Videos

Percentage Difference 20.41% 15.38% 7.23% 6.06% -56.95%
-

-74.51%

Table 2.3: AUs found to be associated with pain using the Human FACS Interpretation
Method for clinical data.

expression, but also increases the number of data points for analysis. As a result with

α = 0.5, ∼ 71% of AUs selected with an OWS of 2 seconds show statistical significance.

In contrast only one, or ∼ 7%, of selected AUs show statistical significance when using an

observation window size of 30 seconds.

Chewing (AD81), demonstrates statistical significance, and is chosen as a pain AU across

almost all OWS. Chewing (AD81) is not a frequent action unit, constituting just 2.11% of

AU occurrences in pain videos. However, its inclusion demonstrates that it occurs together

with other pain AUs and is therefore important.

At α = 0.3, more AUs are selected for each OWS, however, the total set of selected AUs

across all OWS remains the same.

2.3.3 Conjoined Pain AUs

As described in Section 2.2.2, the conjoined pain AUs occur together in the same time slice,

and as a group are more frequent in pain rather than no-pain instances. For brevity, we

provide results for OWS = 2 seconds. Nostril dilator (AD38), chewing (AD81), upper lip

raiser (AU10), chin raiser (AU17), and lip pucker (AU18) are selected.

2.3.4 Clinical Data

We applied the same methods for deriving pain AUs on the clinical data described in Sec-

tion 2.1.1. The results using the HFI and Co-Occurrence methods are in Table 2.3 and Ta-
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Clinical Data Pain AUs with Co-Occurrence Method
OWS

α
Nostril Dilator Blink Inner Brow Raiser Nostril Lift Half Blink Ear Rotator Ears Forward Chewing Chin Raiser Jaw Thrust Lip Pucker Lip Presser

(sec) (AD38) (AU145) (AU101) (AUH13) (AU47) (EAD104) (EAD101) (AD81) (AU17) (AD29) (AU18) (AU24)

2
0.5 X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X

(p<0.05) (p=0.473) (p=0.132) (p<0.001) (p<0.001) (p<0.001) (p<0.05)

5
0.5 X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X

(p=0.621) (p=0.904) (p=0.208) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p<0.001) (p=0.208)

10
0.5 X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X

(p=0.796) (p=1.000) (p=0.572) (p=0.068) (p=0.491) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p=0.373)

15
0.5 X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.725) (p=0.850) (p=0.562) (p=0.227) (p=0.425) (p<0.01) (p<0.001) (p=0.680) (p=0.131)

20
0.5 X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.835) (p=0.853) (p=0.763) (p=0.467) (p=0.463) (p<0.05) (p<0.01) (p=0.775) (p=0.185) (p=0.160) (p<0.05)

30
0.5 X X X X X X X
0.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X

(p=0.889) (p=0.830) (p=0.631) (p=0.580) (p=0.488) (p=0.093) (p<0.05) (p=0.783) (p=0.277) (p=0.163) (p<0.05) (p=0.486)

Table 2.4: Pain AUs selected by the Co-Occurrence method for clinical data. Values in
parenthesis show p-value using unpaired t-test for mean values. The threshold values are
set to include AUs that are above the mid-range value (α = 0.5), as well as above the lower
third range value (α = 0.3), for change in relative co-occurrence.

ble 2.4 respectively. The threshold for co-occurrence AUs was set to the mid-range (α = 0.5),

and lower third range (α = 0.3) as for experimental data.

Conjoined pain AUs for OWS = 2 were jaw thrust (AD29), nostril dilator (AD38), inner

brow raiser (AU101), and blink (AU145).

2.3.5 Specific AUs

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, inner brow raiser (AU101) is only slightly more frequent in

experimental pain videos than in no-pain videos, with a percentage difference of 2.3%. For

the clinical dataset, inner brow raiser (AU101) has a much higher percentage difference of

15.38%.

Chin raiser (AU17) and nostril dilator (AD38) are selected as AUs indicative of pain by

all methods described on experimental data. As a simple test, we use their presence as an

indicator of pain and evaluate performance on clinical data.

Table 2.5 (top) shows the positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value

(NPV) for pain prediction for each observation. In addition, we report video level results,

where the pain prediction of the of majority observation windows determines the pain pre-

diction of the entire video. In either case, the presence of both AU17 and AD38 has a high
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Results on Clinical Data Per Observation
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) Negative Predictive Value (NPV)

OWS AD38 AU17 Either Both AD38 AU17 Either Both
2 38.10% 61.54% 39.11% 85.71% 70.03% 67.92% 71.30% 67.28%
5 35.71% 54.55% 35.97% 77.78% 69.52% 68.90% 70.65% 68.47%
10 33.82% 53.85% 33.33% 83.33% 67.57% 69.57% 66.67% 69.70%
15 32.56% 50.00% 31.25% 80.00% 65.00% 69.81% 60.00% 70.69%
20 32.26% 50.00% 30.30% 66.67% 63.64% 70.59% 55.56% 72.22%
30 31.25% 40.00% 27.78% 66.67% 60.00% 68.75% 33.33% 72.22%

Results on Clinical Data Per Video
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) Negative Predictive Value (NPV)

OWS AD38 AU17 Either Both AD38 AU17 Either Both
2 37.50% - 44.44% - 69.23% 66.67% 75.00% 66.67%
5 30.77% 100.00% 33.33% - 62.50% 70.00% 66.67% 66.67%
10 35.71% 50.00% 33.33% 100.00% 71.43% 68.42% 66.67% 70.00%
15 33.33% 50.00% 31.25% 100.00% 66.67% 70.59% 60.00% 73.68%
20 31.25% 40.00% 27.78% 66.67% 60.00% 68.75% 33.33% 72.22%
30 31.25% 40.00% 27.78% 66.67% 60.00% 68.75% 33.33% 72.22%

Table 2.5: Positive and negative predictive value for different OWS on clinical data. The
criteria for determining pain is the presence of chin raiser (AU17), nostril dilator (AD38),
either, or both. Missing values indicate no observation with required criteria was present.

positive predictive value for all OWS < 20. In particular, observing both AUs within the

same 15 second interval has an 80% chance of correctly identifying pain. If the majority of

15 second intervals in a 30 second interval show co-occurrence of both AU17 and AD38, then

there is a 100% chance of the observation belonging to a pain episode. On the other hand,

the absence of both AU17 and AD38 is also a fairly good indicator of no-pain, particularly

for OWS > 5. Around 7 out of 10 observations where both AUs are absent correctly cor-

respond with no-pain. However around 3 out of 10 times, a pain observation is incorrectly

labeled as no-pain.

2.3.6 Probability of Observing Pain

We record the percentage of observations of fixed time length where a given number of AUs

associated with pain are found (Section 2.2.5). We use chin raiser (AU17), nostril dilator
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Experimental No Pain Videos
Number of Observation Window Size (Seconds)

AUs 0.04 2 5 10 15 20 30
≥1 74.07% 91.95% 98.48% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥2 17.58% 65.52% 84.85% 96.67% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥3 1.31% 26.44% 62.12% 83.33% 94.44% 91.67% 100.00%
≥4 0.27% 11.49% 30.30% 60.00% 66.67% 75.00% 83.33%
≥5 0.00% 4.02% 15.15% 30.00% 50.00% 58.33% 66.67%
6 0.00% 1.15% 3.03% 10.00% 27.78% 41.67% 50.00%

Experimental Pain Videos
Number of Observation Window Size (Seconds)

AUs 0.04 2 5 10 15 20 30
≥1 81.67% 97.70% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥2 31.93% 81.03% 96.97% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥3 6.13% 59.20% 84.85% 96.67% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥4 0.31% 28.16% 72.73% 90.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
≥5 0.00% 4.02% 24.24% 60.00% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67%
6 0.00% 1.15% 7.58% 23.33% 44.44% 66.67% 66.67%

Table 2.6: Percentage of observation windows from experimental data with specified number
of pain AUs present.

(AD38), half blink (AU47), inner brow raiser (AU101), eye white increase (AD1), and ear

rotator (EAD104) as our pain AUs since they are selected by both the Co-Occurrence, and

HFI methods. Results for pain and no-pain videos for experimental data are shown in

Table 2.6.

Figure 2.1 shows the percentage difference in probability of observing given number of

pain AUs between pain and no-pain videos, i.e. the percentage difference between corre-

sponding cells for pain and no-pain videos in Table 2.6.

The likelihood of observing at least 3 pain AUs is negligible in still frames (OWS = 0.04)

at ∼ 6%, and less than a hundredth chance of observing 4 or more pain AUs. On the other

hand, the likelihood of observing at least four pain AUs is much higher for videos, even when

observing for 2 seconds at ∼ 28%.

The likelihood of observing a range of pain AUs is not negligible in no-pain videos. For

example, while 60% of 10 second pain clips display 5 or more pain AUs, 30% of no-pain
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Figure 2.1: Percentage difference between probability of observing given number of Pain
AUs (PAUs) in pain videos (Table 2.6 bottom) from probability of observing given number
of PAUs in no pain videos (Table 2.6 top) on experimental data.

10 second clips also display 5 or more pain AUs. As observation window size increases,

more AUs can be observed together. At the same time, the difference in AU observation

probability is reduced between pain and no-pain videos, with a percentage difference of less

than 50% across all AU numbers for OWS greater than or equal to 15 seconds.

2.4 Discussion

This study describes for the first time the facial activities in videos of horses in pain by use of

the Equine Facial Action Coding System (EquiFACS) [43]. We explored different statistical

methods for the analysis of the EquiFACS data.

Using the HFI method on the experimental data, the two most prevalent AUs in painful

horse were the chin raiser (AU17) and nostril dilator (AD38) (Table 2.1). These two AUs

seem to have equivalents in the Horse Grimace Scale [16] as the configurations “mouth

strained and pronounced chin” and “strained nostrils and flattening of the profile”; in the
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Equine Utrecht University Scale for Facial Assessment of Pain (EQUUS-FAP) scale [11]

as the configuration (regarding nostrils) “A bit more opened” or “Obviously more opened,

nostril flaring” and “Corners mouth/ Lifted a bit” or “Obviously lifted”; and in the Pain

Face [17] as the configuration “Edged shape of the muzzle with lips pressed together” and

“Nostril dilated in the medio-lateral direction”. This shows that facial expressions of pain

as described by EquiFACS occur in the same anatomical regions as described in previous

descriptions, such as Pain Face and Horse Grimace Scale.

The third most prevalent AU of the painful horse face was the half blink (AU47), which

is defined as a reduction of the eye opening by the eyelids, but without complete closure of

the eye [43]. The increased rate of half blinks has – to our knowledge – not been documented

before as an indication of pain, probably because it is only possible to appreciate this ac-

tivity from close inspection of video. The action takes place in less than half a second [43].

Decreased eye blink rate has recently been described as a non-invasive measure of stress in

horses [59] and the ethogram of the Pain Face contains evidence of increased blinking during

pain [17]. The Horse Grimace Scale [16] contains “Orbital Tightening” as a feature with

the following description: “The eyelid is partially or completely closed”. The description

does not specify the duration of the closure of the eyelid, and may correspond to any of

eye closure (AU143), half blink (AU47), or blink (AU145). Since EquiFACS uses temporal

information during annotation, the type of eye closure can be determined unambiguously.

EQUUS-FAP scale also focuses on the activity in the eye region, but uses both eye closure

and eye widening as indicators of pain [11]. The opening of the eye is described as “obviously

more opened eyes”, and increased visibility of the sclera. In EquiFACS these features would

be coded as two separate action units, upper lid raiser (AU5), and eye white increase (AD1),

of which AD1 was found by us to be associated to pain. In other studies, increased visibility

of eye white has been associated to stress in horses [60].

The “triangular eye” or “worry wrinkles” has empirically been associated to both stress

and pain by horse community peoples and veterinarians [59, 60]. In EquiFACS this appear-
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ance is coded as the inner brow raiser (AU101). Per definition, the activation of this AU

increases the perceived size of the eye region, but not the aperture of the eye [43]. This ac-

tivity also has a parallel in the Horse Grimace Scale where it is described as “tension above

the eye area” [16], and in the Equine Pain Face [13] where it is described as “contraction

of m. levator anguli oculi medialis”. Given this concurrence we found it remarkable that

the frequency of inner brow raiser (AU101) was only barely higher in the pain group of this

study.

The ears are highly communicative in horses [61]. In this study, increased frequency of

ear rotator (EAD104) was associated with pain. In the Horse Grimace Scale a “moderately

present – stiffly backwards ear” resembles ear rotator (EAD104), while the “obviously present

stiffly backwards ear” with a wider distance between the tips of the ears resembles the ear

flattener (EAD103), which has another muscular basis [16]. In the description of the Pain

Face, “the lowered ears” with a broader base resembles the ear rotator (EAD104), while the

“asymmetric ears” described in the Pain Face have no single equivalent in EquiFACS [13].

The EQUUS-FAP scale uses the “backwards ears”; it is not clear if ear rotator (EAD104)

or ear flattener (EAD103) are parallels, or both [11]. It therefore seems important for

pain recognition to discriminate between the ear rotator (EAD104) and the ear flattener

(EAD103).

Thus, the EquiFACS and the HFI frequency methods applied from human research point

out a number of facial action units that largely correspond well to facial configurations

already described in other pain studies. One important exception is the increased frequency

of the half blink (AU47), which to our knowledge, has not been documented as an action

unit with increased frequency during pain. Notably, “the inner brow raiser” (AU101) and

the “ears flattener” (EAD103) did not appear as very discriminative of pain.

The HFI method uses each AU frequency independently to determine the subset most

correlated with pain. As a result, the selected AUs may not occur at the same time in a pain

state. On the other hand, the co-occurrence method captures the relational dynamics of AU
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occurrences in observation windows of varying time lengths. As a result, the Co-Occurrence

method selects AUs that are likely to be observed at the same time during a pain state

and therefore shows the appearance of facial expressions of pain. When the Co-occurrence

method was used (Table 2.2) more pain AUs were selected, compared to the HFI method.

Generally, AUs of the lower face were selected, specifically lip pucker (AU18), tongue show

(AD19), lip presser (AU24), sharp lip puller (AU113), and chewing (AD81). Regarding

nostril movement, nostril lift (AUH13) was selected in addition to nostril dilator (AD38).

Additionally, eye white increase (AD1), and inner brow raiser (AU101), were selected across

all observation time lengths, but were not statistically significant.

While the co-occurrence method identifies AUs that demonstrate a different relational

dynamic between pain and no-pain states, the “Conjoined Pain AUs” explicitly identify

clusters of AUs that occur together and more frequently in pain than in the no pain states.

The method did select both the AUs that demonstrated the strongest association to pain

using the HFI and Co-Occurrence methods – nostril dilator (AD38), and chin raiser (AU17),

but also selected AUs associated with lower face movement – lip pucker (AU18), chewing

(AD81) – and nostril movement – upper lip raiser (AU10). This may indicate that lower

face movements convey indicators of pain that should be further studied.

Not surprisingly, the likelihood of observing multiple pain AUs was strongly linked to

the length of observation time. In still images, or OWS of 0.04 seconds, the likelihood of

observing more than three pain AUs was negligible at less than half a percent for pain videos,

and with little percentage difference from the likelihood of observing the same number of AUs

in no-pain videos. In contrast to this, in our limited dataset, observing 4 or more pain AUs

in a 5 second observation window was both likely (occurring in 72% of 5 second pain clips),

and significantly more likely in a pain video than a no-pain video (percentage difference of

84%). An implication of this may be that observation of video for pain assessment in horses

may be of higher value than randomly selected images.

While the experimental dataset was collected under controlled circumstances, with the
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pain induction providing a kind of gold standard for the occurrence of pain, no gold standard

exists for spontaneous pain. The facial expressions of pain are believed to be universal for

all species, across different types of pain [35]. It was therefore of interest to investigate how

the models developed from experimental data could predict what clinicians consider to be

pain.

For the clinical data set, we deliberately did not infer anything about the diagnoses of

horses, since even horses that come for control or routine farriery, may be in pain, and some

horses may have diseases that are actually not painful. The true pain status of the horses

could not be known, and we can therefore only show how a global pain assessment of clinical

cases relates to statistical models built on EquiFACS of experimental horses.

The pain AUs selected by the HFI method were not entirely similar between the clinical

and experimental data. While half blink (AU47), nostril dilator (AD38), and inner brow

raiser (AU101) were selected as in the experimental data, the AUs ear rotator (EAD104),

chin raiser (AU17), and eye white increase (AD1) were not selected. On the other hand,

blink (AU145), was selected in the clinical data, but was not in the experimental data.

The co-occurrence method selected less AUs in clinical data compared to the experimental

data when the threshold for AU selection was similar to the experimental situation. Lowering

the selection threshold resulted in a similar set of AUs being selected compared to the

experimental data with some exceptions; Eye white increase (AD1), upper lid raiser (AU5),

sharp lip puller (AU113), and tongue show (AD19) were not selected with clinical data, but

were selected with the experimental dataset. On the other hand, jaw thrust (AD29) was

selected with clinical data, but was not selected with the experimental pain dataset.

Similar to the 5% threshold used in the HFI method, the threshold value α used in the

co-occurrence method is set heuristically, and may lead to different results across different

datasets. Its value corresponds to the amount of difference AUs must display in co-occurrence

patterns between pain and no-pain states to be selected as pain AUs. Developing a criteria

for selecting an optimum selection threshold is an important and interesting direction of
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future research.

Interesting differences appeared between the clinical and experimental data. AUs corre-

sponding to eye aperture increase (AD1 and AU5) were considered indicative of pain in the

experimental dataset, but not in the clinical dataset. Lower face AUs also differed. While

experimental data featured sharp lip puller (AU113), and tongue show (AD19), the clinical

data did not and instead featured the jaw thrust (AD29). In general, apart from chewing

(AD81), lower face movements were selected across fewer observation window sizes for clin-

ical data than upper face and nostril movements. We can only speculate about the reasons

for these discrepancies, which could be due to differences in the pain experience, pain type

(nociceptive acute pain versus chronic or inflammatory pain), pain duration, or reliability of

pain/no-pain labels between experimental and clinical data.

The co-occurrence method generally showed overall higher agreement between pain AUs

across both datasets than the HFI method. This points to the advantage of co-occurrence

over the simple frequency based HFI method. Since the HFI method ignores the temporal

dynamics between AUs the method is less able to select discriminative AUs that occur less

frequently such as chin raiser (AU17). The lack of a gold standard for clinical pain continues

to be an unsolved issue. With data that has imperfect labels, the difference between pain

and no-pain frequency patterns may be reduced, leading to less consistent results.

To test the pain predictive ability of AUs derived from experimental data in the clinical

setting, we used the two AUs most consistently chosen as indicative for pain in the experi-

mental data. The positive predictive values of nostril dilator (AU38) and chin raiser (AU17)

were 100% if these actions were both observed within an Observation Window Size of 10 to

15 seconds. The absence of these actions had a poor negative predictive value, meaning that

other actions should be looked for if a horse should be claimed without pain. These obser-

vations should be explored further using EquiFACS to increase sensitivity and specificity of

pain assessment scales.

One limitation of this pilot study is the low number of experimental horses that the
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models were built on. While the acclimatization of horses in the experimental setting was

an advantage for obtaining as little interference from external inputs as possible, it might at

the same time limit generalisation to data with external interference, where there is no gold

standard for assessment of pain. We based the presumption of pain on clinically experienced

observers’ evaluation, and not the reason for admittance, as the true pain status of these

horses can not be known. We used a simple dichotomous pain/no-pain model for this study

due to the low number of horses, the lack of a validated pain scale with intensity scoring for

video, and the lack of intensity codes in EquiFACS. We could have used both a larger number

of experienced clinicians and a larger number of clinical and experimental cases, issues that

needed to be balanced against the very resource demanding process of FACS annotation.

Finally, this study only investigated the facial activities produced by a single pain modality

from experimental data. Clinical data showed more diversity of AUs, which may be due to

difficulties with correct pain classification or the co-existence other emotional states. Pain

expressions should therefore be studied in a larger number of more diverse horses, during

different clinical conditions and with different types of pain.

In conclusion, we have for the first time described the facial activities of one “prototypi-

cal” pain face of acute pain in the horse using a Facial Action Coding System. We identified

increased frequency of half blink (AU47) as an indicator of pain in the horses of this study.

The ear rotator (EAD104), nostril dilator (AD38) and lower face behaviours, particularly

chin raiser (AU17), were found to be important pain indicators. The inner brow raiser

(AU101), and eye white increase (AD1) had less consistent results across experimental and

clinical data. Frequency statistics identified AUs, EADs and ADs that corresponded well to

anatomical regions and facial expressions identified by previous horse pain research. Novel

co-occurrence based method additionally identified facial behaviors that were pain specific,

but not frequent, and showed better generalization between experimental and clinical data.

In particular, chewing (AD81) was found to be indicative of pain. However, the reported

methodologies need further testing in larger sample sizes.
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Chapter 3

Horse Face Finder: An automatic tool

for assisting EquiFACS annotation

In the previous chapter, we described the pain face in terms of Equine FACS. The next step

to using this knowledge in automated equine facial pain detection is the annotation of video

data with the relevant pain action units. This is a very time consuming process, as a video

sequence must be rewatched in slow motion for each action unit to be annotated. In this

chapter we address one problem that additionally makes annotation of horse videos extremely

time consuming: finding video segments that are suitable for EquiFACS annotation in the

first place. Specifically, we propose a method to automatically find video sequences in long

film that feature the horse in a pose with ideal visibility for annotation.

Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a system to define and name facial movements

by their appearance on the face. Originally developed for humans, various mammal specific

FACS have been developed [62, 63, 64], including EquiFACS [43] for describing horse facial

action movements. Facial action coding systems provides a method for a unique identifying

and recording of facial activity, based on the movement of the facial muscles. The system

comprises a number of action units, where each action unit describes a specific facial move-

ment produced by the contraction of underlying facial muscle. As a result FACS provides a
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comprehensive and objective methodology for annotating and describing facial expressions.

In humans, FACS annotated images and videos can be used to identify various emotional

states such as happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, as well as pain [65].

FACS for horses, EquiFACS, [43] allows researchers to describe the facial movements of

horses in a similarly comprehensive and non-subjective manner. EquiFACS based descriptors

therefore hold the potential for description of facial activity related to different internal states

of the horse, such as pain, but also stress and fear, stress, fear. If computer vision based

systems can used to recognize the relevant facial action units, and ground truth of the internal

state can be provided, computer vision based methods maybe developed that can be used in

the future research of animals emotional experiences where ground truth generally is difficult

to obtain.

The first step towards developing computer based descriptors of emotional states in the

horse is the collection and EquiFACS annotation of data. Like human FACS, EquiFACS

annotation is a slow and cumbersome process. Observers should be trained and only raters

with inter-rater agreements higher than 70% should be used. It can take an EquiFACS

expert between 30 to 60 minutes to annotate a single one minute video clip, depending on

the number of action units and action descriptors present in the clip. In addition, while it

is relatively easy to obtain many sequences suitable to FACS annotation in a human video

dataset - humans can be asked to face the camera during filming - this is not the case for

freely moving horses. Training horses to hold the same position in front of a camera as

done in [17] is not only a time consuming process, but also not possible outside of a clinical

study setting. It will also influence the behaviour of the horse. It is, for example, known

that horses, being prey animals, can hide pain or other expressions when in the presence

of humans [66, 67]. In order to understand spontaneous horse facial activity, it is therefore

important to collect data of unrestrained and unobserved horses.

Filming horses for many hours with surveillance cameras in stalls provides one such

setting. With such video footage, EquiFACS annotators would typically first watch a video
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at four or twice its speed to initially note time points in the video where the horse face is

in side to 45o angle relative to the camera. They may then then go over the video again

at original speed to determine the exact length of the previously identified time points and

the quality of video where the horse face is consistently visible. Last, the identified time

segments will be annotated. With a predefined time segment length, annotators will spend

at least the time of the video to determine annotatable time segments. It is often necessary

to identify all annotateable sequences, in order to calculate the sample size.

The aim of our tool is to eliminate time spent in determining video time segments that are

suitable for annotation. In addition, the tool allows annotators and researchers to select time

segments randomly and blindly. As a result, our software can be very useful for eliminating

different types of bias, for example selection bias (the annotator selects clips e.g. out of

convenience) or expectaion bias (the annotator selects clips that fit the expectation about

the outcome of the study).

3.1 Related Work

Integrating computer vision and machine learning with veterinary science is a relatively

unexplored interdisciplinary area of research. Related work falls in to three broad categories:

veterinary research on facial expressions of horses, computer vision research on human facial

detection and alignment, and a small but growing body of research on computer vision

methods for understanding animal expressions and movement.

Veterinary research on horse facial activity: Facial expressions of pain have been

described in the horse in veterinary research in varied settings. In [17], pain was induced in

healthy horses and resulting changes in the facial expression were described. In a clinical

setting [16] studied horses with post-operative pain from castration where influence of other

types of external and internal stimuli could be present. While the above methods studied the

undisturbed horses in their boxes, [68], studies the facial expressions of pain in the ridden or
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moving horse recently was performed using ethogram developed specifically to that setting.

Finally, [11] develop a pain scale using facial movements alongside head movement and gross

behaviors on horses with colic and head pain. None of the aboive mentioned studies have

used the objective descriptors of facial exxpressions, EquiFACS [43] which provides a system

to taxonomize horse facial movements. With 16 action units and 11 action descriptors,

EquiFACS can be used to code horse facial activity in any setting, and can consequently be

used to study facial expressions in emotional states, such as pain, stress and sedation.

Computer vision for human faces: Human face detection and alignment has a very

rich history in computer vision and machine learning research. Face detection methods

localize the spatial position and extent of all visible faces in an image. Facial alignment, or

key point detection, additionally localize the position of specific points on the face, such as

the eye centers, lips corners, nose tip, etc. Many large datasets are available for training

and testing face detection systems. Popular datasets include FDDB [69] and WIDER [70]

which provide challenging settings for face detection with varying face pose, occlusion, and

size. Similarly large datasets are available for human keypoint detection [71, 72]. While

the seminal Viola-Jones framework [73] detected faces using a Haar features with Adaboost

learning, modern methods rely on deep convolutional networks to achieve both face detection

and face alignment, with the state of the art achieving up to 99% average precision on face

detection [74], and an error rate of just ∼ 4.04% on face alignment [75].

Computer vision for animal faces: While computer vision methods related to the un-

derstanding of human face and expressions are well developed, similar methods are not yet

present for horses. Horse detection has been explored indirectly as a subset of objects in

widely used object detection datasets such as COCO [76] and PASCAL [77]. Animal facial

keypoint detection has been explored through use of shallow [78] and deep [79] learning

models, with the latter focusing specifically on horses. Recent work has explored 3D un-

derstanding of animal bodies [80, 81]. Automatic detection of pain in images of sheep has
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Figure 3.1: Horse Face Finder: Video frames are sampled at a user defined frequency,
and horse side and front view heads are detected per frame. Results are displayed for users
to efficiently determine time segments fit for annotation.

shown promise through use of a shallow model [25], while a deep recurrent model trained

and tested on videos of restrained horses has also detected pain accurately[28].

3.2 Approach

Side to 45o angles are ideal for EquiFACS annotation, since these angles provide a clear view

of musculature of the lateral horse face and ears. The Horse Face Finder should automatically

find and determine the facial pose of a horse face for time points across a video. Users should

be able to see the detected horse face pose information in order to finally determine time

segments that are usable. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of our method.

Given an input video, our method first extracts frames from the video at a user defined

rate. Every extracted frame is then passed to horse face finding deep convolutional network.

The network detects the horse face in side and front view and outputs a confidence value

associated with each detection - with 0 indicating no confidence, and 1 indicating maximum

confidence in a detection. These detection confidence values are collated and then plotted

against video time. The user may then use the plot to prioritize their annotation efforts -

starting from time segments with longer and more confident face detections.
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3.2.1 The Face Detector

The back bone of our tool is YOLO v2 [45]. YOLO is a deep convolutional neural network

based real time object detection system – it is capable of determining the spatial position

and extent of predefined visual categories (such as car, dog, horse etc) in input images. We

adapt YOLO to detect two types of ‘objects’ - horse faces in side view, and horse faces in

front view. Even though face side views are most useful for EquiFACS, front views can be

important for assessing symmetry, and some ear positions. At the same time, training the

network with these two categories rather than just a side view class helps it better distinguish

a horse face – regardless of pose – from background.

Training the detector to distinguish and identify these two types of horse faces correctly

requires annotated training data: images of horses with front and side view faces marked.

We used the dataset from [79] that had horse face bounding box annotation and manually

removed images that did not have the full horse face visible. We further marked each

annotated horse face as either side view, front view, or neither if the face was mostly self-

occluded. In addition we manually annotated and added frames from two twenty minute

surveillance videos of horses. The addition of these frames was important to correct the

domain difference between the dataset from [79], which comprised of images collected from

the internet, and surveillance footage used by our collaborators for EquiFACS annotation.

Our final dataset comprised of 3570 training images (of which 524 are from surveillance

films), and 177 test images (of which 20 are from surveillance film).

We used the publicly available YOLO implementation to train our system. We trained

the model by finetuning the model pretrained on PASCAL [77] for 2000 iterations with a

learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 64. Overall, the network can detect horse heads

effectively and is unlikely to miss usable time segments. Without images from surveillance

videos, our method achieves 87.01% recall. The addition of frames from surveillance videos

was important and improved performance by ∼ 8% to 94.92% recall.
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3.2.2 Plotting Detections

For every image, our YOLO detector outputs bounding box detections, and confidence values

associated with each detection. The detector can predict boxes of two types or ‘classes’ -

face side view boxes and face front view boxes. We use a threshold of 0.2 or 20% confidence

to threshold detections - all detections below 0.2 confidence threshold are discarded and the

detections with maximum confidence per class are recorded.

The detection confidence are smoothed by averaging over minute long intervals. This

helps increase the confidence of video frames with missed detections that are occurring in

time periods with high horse face visibility, and can decrease the confidence for time points

when the horse face is visible only momentarily.

Both smooth and raw detection confidence values are then plotted against video time.

The plot allows the users to know at a glance what time intervals are most suitable for

annotation, and how long these time periods last.

3.2.3 Usability

The users of our tool are EquiFACS annotators and veterinarians who may not be familiar

with the Python backend of the tool. In order to make our tool user friendly, we developed

an easy to use Graphical User Interface for our tool. Users can use the tool to select a video,

run the face detector, and analyze the resulting detections.

Users are shown a clickable plot of detection confidences against video time. They can

select any time period in the video and are show the closest processed video frame and

detections. This allows users to very quickly determine parts of the video that feature the

horse in a pose ideal for EquiFACS annotation. At the same time, it provides a way for the

users to identify and ignore incorrect or noisy detections.

Figure 3.2 shows windows from our simple and easy to use GUI.
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3.2.4 Keypoint Detection

Our method is also integrated with previous work [79] that detects facial keypoints in horses.

Given a frame with a valid horse head detection – the model from [79] is used to extract the

pixel position of the eyes, mouth corners and nose on the detected horse head. The enlarged

parts corresponding to each keypoint can then be shown to the user.

Keypoint detection provides an additional way for annotators to asses the suitability of

a time segment: the visibility of the facial parts can be evaluated and users can estimate

the facial movements the horse is likely to be making at that time. The accuracy of the

detected time segments can be used as a proxy for suitability for downstream tasks – such

as training a machine learning system for EquiFACS detection. By observing the zoomed in

areas around keypoints, users can find or avoid time segments where a specific facial activity,

eg. eating, is present. Figure 3.3 (left) shows examples of automatic keypoint detection on

some frames in three videos.

3.2.5 Automatic Selection of Time Segments

While the basic tool can be useful for analyzing a single video and determining the best

time segments for annotation – manual inspection of very long videos, or many videos can

be time consuming. In such cases it can be more useful to provide the user with a list of

time segments that are suitable for annotation automatically.

Our tool can provide this additional functionality. Given a user provided desirable time

segment length – say 30 seconds – it will automatically find and list time segments of length

30 seconds where the horse face is detected consistently in every frame extracted in that

time window. The time segments will further be sorted in decreasing average confidence

value. With large volumes of videos, annotators can quickly determine the videos that are

most useful. Figure 3.3 (right) shows an example, where surveillance video with the horse

not present is given low priority, and a video with the horse standing still and close to the

camera is given higher priority.
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3.3 Results

We present quantitative and qualitative analysis of our method.

We first present a quantitative analysis of running time on a randomly sampled subset

of videos. The larger dataset comprises of 3025 videos, of which 2489 are surveillance videos

filming horses in a stall, and 536 show horses being trotted for lameness identification in

both indoor and outdoor arenas. From the larger dataset we randomly sample a subset of

170 videos for analysis on running times, and ensure that video length is at least 5 minutes.

The videos have a total duration of 152 hours.

Our method comprises of three steps - extracting frames from videos, running the face

finder network on extracted frames, and collating and plotting the results. For every video

we record the time taken to perform each step in the detection process. Wall clock time

is used, and all videos are processed with the help of a Titan-XP GPU. For parallel frame

extraction 12 threads are used.

The time taken for each step is divided by the video length to get seconds spent per video

minute, and shown in Figure 3.4. Average time taken per video minute across all videos is

shown in Table 3.5. By averaging seconds taken per video minute across all tested videos

we are able to account for overhead time that is independent of video length.

The most time consuming step in our approach is frame extraction. However, it is possible

to eliminate this overhead by running the detector on video input directly which is a future

direction of this work. The actual horse head detection takes less than a third of overall

running time, taking only an average of 0.21 seconds per video minute. Our method is less

efficient for shorter videos as overhead processing time accounts for a larger proportion of

total processing time. Overall, processing all 170 videos end to end took 1 hour 45 minutes.

The same task would take a human annotator upwards of 38 hours (quarter of total video

time).

As detailed in Section 3.2.5, our tool can collate results and save lists of usable time

segments per video, as well as across a large dataset of videos. Assuming it takes a human
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one minute to scan a single detection plot and record usable segments with the same criteria,

a human annotator would take close to 3 hours to perform this listing task. In contrast our

tool is able to perform this task for all videos in 0.15 seconds.

In Figure 3.2 we show an overview of the GUI accompanying our tool. The interface is

simple and allows annotators to easily asses the quality of face detections, as well as the

usability of time segments in a video.

Figure 3.6 shows results from a few videos in our datasets. The detections correspond

to time segments when the horse face is visible in side or front views. Apart from lighting

and back ground setting, the videos also feature a different gross positioning of the horse

relative to the camera, with the camera positioned at the same level as the horse head (first

and second row) as well as above the horse head (third row). The tool is able to adapt to

these visually different settings easily.

In Figure 3.3 we show the results of keypoint detection on frames from 3 different videos.

While the keypoint detection is accurate for frames where the horse head is clearly visible,

the results are not correct when the horse is turned away from the camera (last column first

and second row), or is occluded (third row). By visually verifying the keypoint detections,

annotators can quickly determine the usability of a video time segment not just for EquiFACS

annotation, but for downstream tasks such as automatic AU or expression detection.

3.4 Weaknesses

While accurate, the detection of horse head is an imperfect measure of usability of a of a given

sequence. In other words, the visibility of a horse head in a desirable pose does not guarantee

that it would be possible and desirable to annotate the corresponding time segment. For

example, the horse head may only be partially visible, or the horse may be eating, sleeping, or

engaged in other activities that prohibit informative EquiFACS annotation. This weakness is

due in part to the design of our tool which is agnostic to downstream EquiFACS annotation
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protocols. Its effect can be reduced by visual verification of keypoint detection results and

future work may choose to modify or prune horse head detections based on task specific

requirements.

As pointed out in Section 3.2.1, the face detector is sensitive to visual domains. When

testing data dramatically visually different from training data, the face detector will not

perform well, and the suggested time segments for annotation will be inaccurate. However,

by training the face detector again with additional data from the testing data domain, we

can expect such failure cases to decrease. Last, the face detector acts on video frames

individually. Information from temporally neighboring frames is not used to make the final

prediction. This can lead to missed and false detections that may be avoided if information

from neighboring frames were taken in to account. More recent computer vision works deal

with the problem of video object detection such as [82], and can be used as the backbone of

our tool for better detection.

3.5 Discussion

We present a method for eliminating overhead time in selection of video segments for

EquiFACS annotation. The tool determines usable time segments by finding time points

where the horse face is visible and in a pose ideal for annotation.

The Horse Face Finder takes as input a video, and detects horse faces in side and front

pose. It then outputs a continuous confidence value between 0 and 1 for each time step in

the video; 0 indicates that the time step is not usable at all and 1 indicates high confidence

in its usability. This confidence value allows users to prioritize their annotation efforts and

improve productivity by going from most usable to least usable video segments. In addition,

it finds and localizes the horse head in each frame and can automatically list annotatable

time segments of user provided duration.

Compared to annotation overhead time of a day with manual inspection, the tool reduces
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overhead time to less than 19 minutes on a 24 hour video, with an average running time of

0.77 seconds per video minute. Furthermore, it has a high recall rate of 94.92%.

While developed for EquiFACS annotation, with the availability of training data, it can

easily be extended to any animal species. In addition, it can also be extended to other

anatomical parts of the body, such as the back of a cow. It therefore has great potential

across veterinary science as well as the related research fields of animal science and behavior.

One unique advantage of our tool is that it allows annotators and researchers to select an-

notatable video segments of pre-defined duration without inspecting the actual video footage.

As a result proper blinding and randomization will require much less time. Development of

methods to quantify and possibly understand the signals given by facial activity understand-

ing is a problematic task and may suffer from different types of selection or expectation bias,

as seen in other veterinary disciplines, for example lameness examination [83].

The decoding of facial expressions of pain in animals have found interest in recent years

[17, 13, 64] and it is currently accepted that facial expressions may by an under-utilized tool

for the assessment of welfare in animals [84].

Previously, from an initial description of the human pain face, research in human pain

has expanded to include descriptors of pain in neonates [85], identification of different types

of pain faces [86], and machine learning models capable of accurately distinguishing pain

from other expressions [29] including faked pain [87].

These advances have taken place on the back of large datasets that were human anno-

tated. For similar success in horse pain or facial activity understanding, it is necessary to

collect and annotate datasets of similar scale. Our tool presents a step in this direction by

enabling researchers to collect large datasets in an efficient and unbiased manner.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Examples of keypoint detection on frames from three videos. Incorrect
detections correspond to frames where the horse face is not clearly visible or occluded. Note
that all keypoints even when those parts are not visible. Right: By automatically identifying
videos with annotatable segments, our tool prioritizes a video where the horse face is visible
and still for majority of the video (top), over a video where the horse is not present in the
stall past the first few minutes (bottom).

Figure 3.4: Seconds per video minute taken to per-
form each task in our approach for videos of differ-
ent total length.

Frame
Extraction

Face
Detection

Saving &
Plotting

Total
Time

Short Video
0:06:28 1.06 0.44 0.03 1.56

Long Video
3:15:15 0.39 0.17 0.001 0.56
Average 0.54± 0.13 0.21± 0.04 0.006± 0.004 0.77± 0.16

Figure 3.5: The seconds per video
minute taken for the shortest and
longest videos (duration in H:MM:SS
format). The average times taken are
shown in the last row. Our method is
more efficient for longer videos.
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Chapter 4

Interspecies Knowledge Transfer for

Facial Keypoint Detection

The last chapter presented a means of horse face detection and its practical application in

assisting EquiFACS coders. Beyond faces, successful automatic analysis of facial expressions,

as well as FACS detection, often relies on the accurate and automatic localization of facial

parts such as the eye centers. The detection of such meaningful facial parts, or keypoints, is

the subject of this chapter.

Facial keypoint detection is a necessary precondition for face alignment and registration,

and impacts facial expression analysis, facial tracking, as well as graphics methods that

manipulate or transform faces. While human facial keypoint detection is a mature area of

research, despite its importance, animal facial keypoint detection is a relatively unexplored

area. For example, veterinary research has shown that horses [17, 16], mice [64], sheep [88],

and cats [89] display facial expressions of pain – a facial keypoint detector could be used

to help automate such animal pain detection. In this work, we tackle the problem of facial

keypoint detection for animals, with a focus on horses and sheep.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated impressive performance for

human facial keypoint detection [90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97], which makes CNNs an
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Human	  Keypoint	  
Detection	  
Network

Human	  Keypoint	  
Detection	  
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Warping	  Network

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Main idea. (a) Directly finetuning a human keypoint detector to horses can be
suboptimal, since horses and humans have very different shapes and appearances. (b) By
warping a horse to have a more human-like shape, the pre-trained human keypoint detector
can more easily adapt to the horse’s appearance.

attractive choice for learning facial keypoints on animals. Unfortunately, training a CNN

from scratch typically requires large amounts of labeled data, which can be time-consuming

and expensive to collect. Furthermore, while a CNN can be finetuned when there is not

enough training data for the target task, a pre-trained network’s extent of learning is limited

both by the amount of data available for fine-tuning, as well as the relatedness of the two

tasks. For example, previous work demonstrate that a network trained on man-made objects

has limited ability to adapt to natural objects [98], and additional pretraining data is only

beneficial when related to the target task [99].

While there are large datasets with human facial keypoint annotations (e.g., AFLW has

∼26000 images [71]), there are, unfortunately, no large datasets of animal facial keypoints

that could be used to train a CNN from scratch (e.g., the sheep dataset from [78] has only

∼600 images). At the same time, the structural differences between a human face and an

animal face means that directly fine-tuning a human keypoint detector to animals can lead

to a sub-optimal solution (as we demonstrate in Sec. 4.3).

In this chapter, we address the problem of transferring knowledge between two different

types of data (human and animal faces) for the same task (keypoint detection). How can we

achieve this with a CNN? Our key insight is that rather than adapt a pre-trained network
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to training data in a new domain, we can first do the opposite. That is, we can adapt the

training data from the new domain to the pre-trained network, so that it is better conditioned

for finetuning. By mapping the new data to a distribution that better aligns with the data

from the pre-trained task, we can take a pre-trained network from the loosely-related task

of human facial keypoint detection and finetune it for animal facial keypoint detection.

Specifically, our idea is to explicitly warp each animal image to look more human-like, and

then use the resulting warped images to finetune a network pre-trained to detect human

facial keypoints. See Fig. 4.1.

Intuitively, by warping animal faces to look more human-like we can correct for their

shape differences, so that during finetuning the network need only adapt to their differences

in appearance. For example, the distance between the corners of a horse’s mouth is typically

much smaller than the distance between its eyes, whereas for a human these distances are

roughly similar – a shape difference. In addition, horses have fur, and humans do not – an

appearance difference. Our warping network adjusts for the shape difference by stretching

out the horse’s mouth corners, while during finetuning the keypoint detection network learns

to adjust for the appearance difference.

Contributions. Our contributions are three fold: First, we introduce a novel approach for

animal facial keypoint detection that transfers knowledge from the loosely-related domain of

human facial keypoint detection. Second, we provide a new annotated horse facial keypoint

dataset consisting of 3717 images. Third, we demonstrate state-of-the-art results on keypoint

detection for horses and sheep. By transforming the animal data to look more human-like, we

attain significant gains in keypoint detection accuracy over simple finetuning. Importantly,

the gap between our approach and simple finetuning widens as the amount of training data

is reduced, which shows the practical applicability of our approach to small datasets. Our

data and code are available at https://github.com/menoRashid/animal_human_kp.
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4.1 Related work

Facial landmark detection and alignment are mature topics of research in computer vision.

Classic approaches include Active Appearance Models [100, 101, 102, 103], Constrained

Local Models [104, 105, 106, 107], regression based methods [108, 109, 110, 111] with a

cascade [112, 113, 114], and an ensemble of exemplar based models [115]. Recent work

extends cascaded regression models by learning predictions from multiple domain-specific

regressors [116] or by using a mixture of regression experts at each cascade level [117].

These models also demonstrate good performance when solved simultaneously with a closely

related task, such as face detection [118], 3D face reconstruction [119], and facial action unit

activation detection [120].

In the deep learning domain, coarse-to-fine approaches refine a coarse estimate of key-

points through a cascade [121, 122, 123, 97] or with branched networks [124]. Others

assist keypoint detection by using separate cluster specific networks [125], augmenting it

with related auxiliary tasks [126], initializing with head pose predictions [127], correcting

for deformations with a spatial transformer [96], incorporating shape basis and thin plate

spline transformations [128], formulating keypoint detection as a dense 3D face model fitting

problem [94, 95], or using deep regression models in combination with de-corrupt autoen-

coders [93]. Recent work explore using recurrent neural networks [90, 91, 92].

While deep learning approaches demonstrate impressive performance, they typically re-

quire large annotated datasets. Rather than collect a large dataset, [129] uses domain specific

augmentation techniques to synthesize pose, shape, and expression variations. However, it

relies on the availability of 3D face models, and addresses the related but separate problem of

face recognition. Similarly, [31] leverages large datasets available for face recognition to train

a deep network, which is then used to guide training of an expression recognition network

using only a small amount of data. However, while [31] transfers knowledge between two

different tasks (face recognition and expression recognition) that rely on the same type of

data (human faces), we transfer knowledge between two different data sources (human and
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animal faces) in order to solve the same task (facial keypoint detection).

To the best of our knowledge, facial keypoint detection in animals is a relatively unex-

plored problem. Very recently, [78] proposed an algorithm for keypoint detection in sheep,

using triplet interpolated features in a cascaded shape regression framework. Unlike our

approach, it relies on hand-crafted features and does not transfer knowledge from human

to animal faces. Keypoint localization on birds has been explored in [130, 131, 132, 133],

though these approaches do not focus on facial keypoint detection.

4.2 Approach

Our goal is to detect facial keypoints in animals without the aid of a large annotated animal

dataset. To this end, we propose to adapt a pre-trained human facial keypoint detector to

animals while accounting for their interspecies domain differences. For training, we assume

access to keypoint annotated animal faces, and keypoint annotated human faces and their

corresponding pre-trained human keypoint detector. For testing, we assume access to an

animal face detector (i.e., we focus only on facial keypoint detection and not face detection).

Our approach has three main steps: (1) finding nearest neighbor human faces that have

similar pose to each animal face; (2) using the nearest neighbors to train an animal-to-

human warping network; and (3) using the warped (human-like) animal images to fine-tune

a pre-trained human keypoint detector for animal facial keypoint detection.

4.2.1 Nearest neighbors with pose matching

In order to fine-tune a (loosely-related) human facial keypoint detector to animals, our idea

is to first warp the animal faces to have a more human-like shape so that it will be easier

for the pre-trained human detector to adapt to the animal data. One challenge is that an

arbitrary animal and human face pair can exhibit drastically different poses (e.g., a right-

facing horse and a left-facing person), which can making warping extremely challenging or
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Figure 4.2: We approximate facial pose
using the angle generated from the key-
point annotations. The keypoints used
to compute the angle-of-interest depend
on which facial parts are visible. For ex-
ample, on the right, the horse’s right eye
and right mouth corner are not visible,
so the three keypoints used are the left
eye, nose, and left mouth corner. While
simple, we find this approach to produce
reliable pose estimates.

Figure 4.3: For each animal image (1st col-
umn), we find the nearest human neighbors
in terms of pose. These human neighbors are
used to train a warp network that warps an
animal to have human-like face shape.

even impossible. To alleviate this difficulty, we first find animals and humans that are in

similar poses.

If we had pose classifiers/annotations for both animal and human faces, then we could

simply use their classifications/annotations to find compatible animal and human pairs.

However, in this work, we assume we do not have access to pose classifiers nor pose annota-

tions. Instead, we approximate a face pose given its keypoint annotations. More specifically,

we compute the angular difference between a pair of human and animal keypoints, and then

pick the nearest human faces for each animal instance.

For each animal training instance Ai, we find its nearest human neighbor training instance

Hj∗ based on pose:

nn(Ai) = Hj∗ = argmin
Hj

|]∗Ai − ]∗Hj|, (4.1)

where j indexes the entire human face training dataset, and the angle of interest ]∗ is

measured in two different ways depending on the animal face’s visible keypoints. When both

eyes and the nose are present, we use ]∗ = ]NEcV , where Ec is the midpoint between the

eye centers, N is the nose position, and V is a vertical line centered at Ec. If only the left

eye is visible, then we use the left eye, nose, and left mouth keypoints: ]∗ = ]ElNMl (and

]ErNMr if the right eye is visible). These cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Our network architecture for animal facial keypoint detection. During training,
the input image is fed into the warping network, which is directly supervised using keypoint-
annotated human and animal image pairs with similar pose. The warping network warps the
input animal image to have a human-like shape. The warped animal face is then passed onto
the keypoint detection network, which finetunes a pre-trained human keypoint detection
network with the warped animal images. During testing, the network takes the input image
and produces 5 keypoint predictions for left eye, right eye, nose, left mouth corner, and right
mouth corner.

While simple, we find this approach to produce reliable pose estimates. In our exper-

iments, we find the K = 5 nearest human neighbors for each animal face. Fig. 4.3 shows

some examples. Since we use the TPS transformation for warping animals to humans (as

described in the next section), we only compute matches for animal faces with at least three

keypoints and ignore human matches whose keypoints are close to colinear, which can cause

gross artifacts in warping. Note that we do not do pose matching during testing, since we do

not have access to ground-truth keypoints; instead we rely on the ensuing warping network

to have learned the “right” warp for each animal face pose (based on its appearance) during

training.

4.2.2 Interspecies face warping network

Now that we have the nearest human faces (in terms of pose) for each animal face, we can

use these matches to train an animal-to-human face warping network. This warping network

serves to adapt the shape of the animal faces to more closely resemble that of humans, so

that a pre-trained human facial keypoint detector can be more easily fine-tuned on animal

faces.

For this, we train a CNN that takes as input an animal image and warps it via a thin plate
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spline (TPS) [134] transformation. Our warping network is a spatial transformer [135], with

the key difference being that our warps are directly supervised, similar to [96].1 Our network

architecture is similar to the localization network in [136]; it is identical to Alexnet [20] up to

the fifth convolutional layer, followed by a 1× 1 convolution layer that halves the number of

filters, two fully-connected layers, and batch normalization before every layer after the fifth.

During training, the first five layers are pre-trained on ImageNet. We find these layer/filter

choices to enable good TPS transformation learning without overfitting. See Fig. 4.4 (left).

For each animal and human training image pair, we first calculate the ground-truth

TPS transformation using its corresponding keypoint pairs and apply the transformation to

produce a ground-truth warped animal image. We then use our warping network to compute

a predicted warped animal image. To train the network, we regress on the difference between

the ground-truth warped image and predicted warped image pixel position offsets, similar

to [137]. Specifically, we use the squared loss to train the network:

Lwarp(Ai) =
∑
m

(ppredi,m − p
gt
i,m)2, (4.2)

where Ai is the i-th animal image, ppredi,m and pgti,m are the predicted offset and ground-truth

offset, respectively, for pixel m.

It is important to note that our warping network requires no additional annotation for

training, since we only use the animal/human keypoint annotations to find matches (which

are already available and necessary for training their respective keypoint detectors). In

addition, since each animal instance has multiple (K = 5) human matches, the warping

network is trained to identify multiple transformations as potentially correct. This serves as

a form of data augmentation, and helps make the network less sensitive to outlier matches.

1In contrast, in [135] the supervision only comes from the final recognition objective e.g., keypoint detec-
tion. We show in Sec. 4.3 that direct warping supervision produces superior performance.
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4.2.3 Animal keypoint detection network

Our warping network from the previous section conditions the distribution of the animal

data to more closely resemble human data, so that we can harness the large human keypoint

annotated datasets that are readily available for animal keypoint detection. The final step is

to finetune a pre-trained human facial keypoint detection network to detect facial keypoints

on our warped animal faces.

Our keypoint detector is a variant of the Vanilla CNN architecture used in [125]. The

network has four convolutional layers, and two fully-connected layers with absolute tanh non-

linearity, and max-pooling in the last three convolutional layers. We adapt it to work for

larger images—we use 224×224 images as input rather than 40×40 used in [125]—by adding

an extra convolutional and max-pooling layer. In addition, we add batch normalization after

every layer since we find the tanh layers in the original network to be prone to saturation.

Fig. 4.4 (right) shows the architecture. Our keypoint detection network is pre-trained on

human facial keypoints on the AFLW [71] dataset and the training data used in [121] (a

total of 31524 images).

To finetune our keypoint network, we use the smooth L1 loss (equivalent to the Huber

loss with δ=1) used in [138] since it is less sensitive to outliers that may occur with unusual

animal poses:

Lkeypoint(Ai) =
∑
n

smoothL1(k
pred
i,n − k

gt
i,n), (4.3)

where Ai is the i-th animal image, kpredi,n and kgti,n are the predicted and ground-truth keypoint

position, respectively, for the n-th keypoint, and smoothL1 is

smoothL1(x) =


0.5x2, if |x| < 1

|x| − 0.5, otherwise.

(4.4)

We set the loss for predicted keypoints with no corresponding ground-truth annotation

(due to occlusion) to zero.
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4.2.4 Final architecture

In our final model, we fit the warping network before a keypoint detection network that is

pre-trained on human keypoint detection. We use the two losses to jointly finetune both

networks. The keypoint detection loss Lkeypoint (Eqn. 4.3) is back propagated through both

the keypoint detection network, as well as the warping network. Additionally, the warping

loss Lwarp (Eqn. 4.2) is backpropagated through the warping network, and the gradients are

accumulated before the weights for both networks are updated. See Fig. 4.4.

In the testing phase, our keypoint network predicts all 5 facial keypoints for every im-

age. In our experiments, we do not penalize the network for keypoint predictions that are

not visible in the image and results are reported only for predicted keypoints that have

corresponding ground-truth annotation. For evaluation, the keypoints predicted on warped

images are transferred back to the original image using the TPS warp parameters.

4.2.5 Horse Facial Keypoint dataset

As part of this work, we created a new horse dataset to train and evaluate facial keypoint

detection algorithms. We collected images through Google and Flickr by querying for “horse

face”, “horse head”, and “horse”. In addition, we included images from the PASCAL VOC

2012 [77] and Imagenet 2012 [139] datasets. There are a total of 3717 images in the dataset:

3531 for training, and 186 for testing. We annotated each image with face bounding boxes,

and 5 keypoints: left eye center, right eye center, nose, left mouth corner, and right mouth

corner.

4.3 Experiments

In this section, we analyze our model’s keypoint detection accuracy, and perform abla-

tion studies to measure the contribution of each component. In addition, we evaluate our

method’s performance as the amount of training data is varied, and also measure an upper-
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bound performance if animal-to-human warping were perfect.

Baselines. We compare against the algorithm presented in [78], which uses triplet-interpolated

features (TIF) in a cascaded shape regression framework for keypoint detection on animals.

We also develop our own baselines. The first baseline is our full model without the warping

network. It simply finetunes the pre-trained human facial keypoint network on the animal

dataset (“BL FT”). The second baseline is our full model without the warping loss; i.e.,

it finetunes the pre-trained human facial keypoint network and the warping network with

only the keypoint detection loss. This baseline is equivalent to the spatial transformer set-

ting presented in [135]. We show results for this with TPS warps (“BL TPS”). The third

baseline trains the keypoint detection network from scratch; i.e., without any human facial

keypoint detection pretraining and without the warping network (“Scratch”).

Datasets. We pretrain our keypoint detection network on human facial keypoints from

the AFLW [71] dataset and the training data used in [121] (a total of 31524 images). This

dataset is also used for animal to human nearest neighbor retrieval. We evaluate keypoint

detection on two animals: horses and sheep. For the horse experiments, we use our Horse

Facial Keypoint dataset, which consists of 3531 images for training and 186 for testing. For

the sheep experiments, we manually annotated a subset of the dataset provided in [78] with

mouth corners so that we have the same 5 keypoints present in the human dataset. The

dataset consists of 432 images for training and 99 for testing.

Evaluation metric. We use the same metric for evaluation as [78]: If the euclidean dis-

tance between the predicted and ground-truth keypoint is more than 10% of the face (bound-

ing box) size, it is considered a failure. We then compute the average failure rate as the

percentage of testing keypoints that are failures.
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Figure 4.5: Average keypoint detection failure rate (% of predicted keypoints whose euclidean
distance to the corresponding ground-truth keypoint is more than 10% of the face bounding
box size). Horses (left) and Sheep (right). Our approach outperforms the baselines. Lower
is better. See text for details.
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Figure 4.6: Average keypoint detection failure rate for Horses (left) and Sheep (right). Our
approach significantly outperforms the Triplet Interpolated Features (TIF) approach of Yang
et al. [78], which combines hand-crafted features with cascaded shape regressors. Lower is
better.
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Figure 4.7: Average keypoint detection failure rate across all keypoints for our system vs. our
baselines (first two plots) and the Triplet Interpolated Features (TIF) approach of Yang
et al. [78] (last two plots). Our system sustains lower failure rates across stricter failure
thresholds than all baselines.

Training and implementation details. We find that pretraining the warping network

before joint training leads to better performance. To train the warping and keypoint network,

we use K = 5 human neighbors for each animal instance. These matches are also used to

supervise the “GT Warp” network described in Sec. 4.3.4.

For the TPS warping network, we use a 5 × 5 grid of control points. We optimize all

networks using Adam [140]. The base learning rate for the warp network training is 0.001,

with a 1
10
× lower learning rate for the pre-trained layers. It is trained for 50 epochs, with the

learning rate lowered by 1
10
× after 25 epochs. During full system training, the warp network

has the same learning rates, while the keypoint detection network has a learning rate of

0.01. We train the network for 150 epochs, lowering the learning rate twice after 50 and 100

epochs. Finally, we use horizontal flips and rotations from −10◦ to 10◦ at increments of 5◦

for data augmentation.

4.3.1 Comparison with our baselines

We first compare our full model with our model variant baselines. Figure 4.5 (left) and

(right) show results on horse and sheep data, respectively. We outperform all of our baselines

significantly for both horses and sheep, with an average failure rate across keypoints at 8.36%

and 0.87%, respectively.

Overall, the failure rate for all methods (except Scratch) for sheep is lower than that for
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Figure 4.8: Qualitative examples comparing our approach and Yang et al. [78] on their
Sheep dataset. While [78] can produce good predictions (first column), overall, our method
produces significantly more accurate results.

horses. The main reason is due to the pose distribution of human and sheep data being more

similar than that of human and horse data. The human and sheep data have 72% and 84%

of images in frontal pose (faces with all 5 keypoints visible) as compared to only 29% for

horses. The majority (60%) of horse faces are side-view (faces with only 3 keypoints visible).

This similarity makes it easier for the human pre-trained network to adapt to sheep than to

horses. Nonetheless, the fact that our method outperforms the baselines for both datasets,

demonstrates that our idea is generalizable across different types of data.

These results also show the importance of each component of our system. Training with

a human pre-trained network does better than training from scratch (BL FT vs. Scratch);

adding a warping network that is only weakly-guided by the keypoint detection loss further

improves results (BL TPS vs. BL FT); and finally, directly supervising the warping network

to produce animal faces that look more human-like leads to the best performance (Ours

vs. BL TPS). The first two plots in Fig. 4.7 show the results of varying the acceptance

threshold (on the euclidean distance between the ground-truth and predicted keypoint) for a

valid keypoint on our and the baselines’ performance. Our method sustains superior accuracy

across thresholds, which again indicates that we predict keypoints more accurately.

Fig. 4.11 shows qualitative examples of predicted keypoints and predicted warps for ours
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Figure 4.9: (left) Average keypoint detection failure rate as a function of the number of
training instances on the Horse dataset. Our failure rate increases more gracefully compared
to the baselines as the number of training images is decreased. Lower is better. (right)
Increasing the number of human face neighbors for an animal face instance increases perfor-
mance until noisy neighbors cause performance to drop.
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Figure 4.10: Average keypoint detection failure rate across all keypoints on the Horse dataset,
comparing our approach to an upper-bound ground-truth warping baseline. Lower is better.

and the baselines. Noticeably, the TPS warps produced without the warping loss (BL TPS

Warp) fail to distinguish between the different horse poses, and also do not warp the horse

faces to look more human like. On the other hand, our warping network is able to do

both tasks well since it is directly supervised by pose specific human matches. By warping

the horses to have more human-like shape, our method produces more precise keypoint

predictions than the baselines. The last two rows show typical failure examples due to

extreme pose or occlusion.

4.3.2 Comparison with Yang et al.

We next compare our method to the Triplet Interpolated Features (TIF) approach of [78],

which is the state-of-the-art animal keypoint detector. The method requires the existence of

all landmarks in all training examples. We therefore picked a subset of the horse and sheep
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images where all 5 keypoints are visible and marked: 345/100 train/test images for sheep,

and 982/100 train/test images for horses.

Fig. 4.8 shows qualitative examples comparing our method’s keypoint predictions vs. those

made by TIF. TIF often fails to handle large appearance and pose variations. This is also

reflected in the quantitative results, which are shown in Fig. 4.7 (third) and Fig. 4.6 (left)

for the horse dataset and Fig. 4.7 (fourth) and Fig. 4.6 (right) for the sheep dataset. We

significantly outperform TIF on both datasets (10.44% and 12.52% points lower failure rate

for horses and sheep, respectively). The main reason is because we use a high capacity deep

network, whereas TIF is a shallow method that learns with hand-crafted features. Impor-

tantly, the reason that we are able to use such a high capacity deep network—despite the

limited training data of the animal datasets—is precisely because we correct for the shape

differences between animals and humans in order to finetune a pre-trained human keypoint

detection network.

4.3.3 Effect of training data size

In this section, we evaluate how the performance of our network changes as the amount

of training data varies. For this, we train and test multiple versions of our model and the

baselines, each time using 500 to 3531 training images in 500 image increments on the Horse

dataset.

Figure 4.9 (left) shows the result. While the performance of all methods decreases with

the training data amount, our performance suffers much less than that of the simple finetun-

ing and TPS baselines. In particular, when using only 500 training images, our method has

a 6.72% point lower failure rate than the TPS baseline while relying on the same network

architecture, and a 13.39% point lower failure rate than simple finetuning, without using any

additional training data or annotations.

This result demonstrates that our algorithm adapts well to small amounts of training

data, and bolsters our original argument that explicitly correcting for interspecies shape
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differences enables better finetuning, since the pre-trained human keypoint detection network

can mostly focus on the appearance differences between the two domains (humans and

animals). Importantly, it also shows the practical applicability of our approach to small

datasets.

4.3.4 Effect of warping accuracy

We next analyze the influence of warping accuracy on keypoint detection. For this, we first

analyze the performance of our keypoint detection network when finetuned with ground-truth

warped images (“GT Warp”), where we use the ground-truth keypoint annotations between

human and horse faces for warping (i.e., the keypoint detection network is finetuned with

ground-truth warped images). In a sense, this represents the upper bound of the performance

of our system.

Table 4.10 shows the results on our Horse dataset. First, the GT Warp upper-bound

produces even lower error rates than our method, which demonstrates the efficacy of the

idea of correcting for shape differences by warping. At the same time, the non-negligible

error rate of GT Warp also hints at the limitation of our warping network’s training data

and/or pose matching strategy. Better training data, with either a different algorithm for

nearest pose neighbor matching or an increase in the keypoints that are annotated could

potentially lead to a better upper-bound, and would likely provide improvements for our

approach as well.

4.3.5 Evaluation of Nearest Neighbors

Finally, we evaluate the importance of human nearest neighbors for our system. We vary

the number of nearest neighbors used for training our full system from K = 1 to K = 15

at increments of 5 for our full Horse training set. The result is shown in Figure 4.9 (right).

While the error rate decreases as the number of neighbors used for training is increased in

the beginning, eventually, the noise in retrieved nearest neighbors causes the error rate to
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increase.

4.4 Discussion

We presented a novel approach for localizing facial keypoints on animals. Modern deep

learning methods typically require large annotated datasets, but collecting such datasets is

a time consuming and expensive process.

Rather than collect a large annotated animal dataset, we instead warp an animal’s face

shape to look like that of a human. In this way, our approach can harness the readily-

available human facial keypoint annotated datasets for the loosely-related task of animal

facial keypoint detection. We compared our approach with several strong baselines, and

demonstrated state-of-the-art results on horse and sheep facial keypoint detection. Finally,

we introduced a novel Horse Facial Keypoint dataset, which we hope the community will use

for further research on this relatively unexplored topic of animal facial keypoint detection.
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Ground Truth BL FinetuneBL TPS Warp BL TPSOur PredictionOur Warp

Figure 4.11: Qualitative examples of predicted keypoints and predicted warps for ours and
the baselines. The first five rows show examples where our method outperforms the baseline.
While the baselines also produce reasonable results, by warping the horses to have more
human-like shape, our method produces more precise keypoint predictions. For example, in
the first row, the baselines do not localize the nose and mouth corner as well as ours. The
last two rows show typical failure examples due to extreme pose or occlusion.
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Chapter 5

Action Graphs: Weakly-supervised

Action Localization

with Graph Convolution Networks

In the previous chapter we addressed the problem of facial keypoint detection which is an

important prerequisite for facial expression classification in a fully supervised setting. At

the same time, it is important to recognize that creating an expression dataset that enables

fully supervised machine learning is a difficult and time consuming task. Given videos of

horses, expert annotators would have to mark the time points when the horse starts and

stops making a pain face, and would at minimum take the duration of the video length for

each feature that needs to be marked. Alternatively, expert annotators could provide weak

labels: a video can be labeled as a pain video if at any point in it the horse expresses pain,

and a no pain video otherwise. These less informative, but easier to obtain labels can then

be used to train a pain detection model.

In computer vision this problem maps exactly to the problem of weakly supervised tem-

poral activity localization.Temporal activity localization is the problem of identifying the

start and end times of every action’s occurrence [141, 142]. In a fully supervised setting,
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What is a Baseball Pitch? 

A single action?

Or a distinct cluster of actions?

Figure 5.1: Key Idea: A baseball pitch is not defined by a single action – rather it is
defined by a series of smaller actions that are distinct from other actions in a video. Despite
this, prior methods classify every time segment individually before collating predictions for
localization (left). We instead explicitly model what each segment is similar to – blue edges
– and different from – red edges – for weakly-supervised temporal action localization (right).

every training video is annotated with the start and end time of each action’s occurrence.

However, acquiring manual temporal annotations is an onerous task and severely limits both

the number and diversity of actions that a system can be trained to identify. In contrast,

systems that can successfully classify and temporally localize actions with weak video-level

labels—that only state whether an activity is present in the video or not—provide a more

scalable solution.

Without frame-level annotations, weakly-supervised systems must rely on similarity cues

between video time segments. Specifically, they must (1) use the dissimilarity between

foreground segments of different action classes to classify videos correctly; (2) use the sim-

ilarity/relationship between foreground segments of the same action to determine its full

extent; and (3) infer that the similarity between segments of different actions’ videos are

indicative of background segments.

Although great progress has been made on this challenging problem, existing approaches [143,

144, 145, 146] do not explicitly model the relationships between time segments to inform

their final predictions. Instead, most approaches first split the video into multiple time

segments, and classify each segment separately. These segment-level predictions are then
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pooled to perform the final video-level classification using multiple instance learning [147].

The relationships between time segments are either only implicitly used during training to

learn attention [145], perform the final video-level classification [146], or to create good fea-

tures [143, 144], but are not used during test time. In contrast, Xu et al. [148] use a recurrent

neural network to model relationships between time segments. However, similarity between

time segments that are temporally distant, or belong to different videos cannot be modeled in

their framework. In other words, the model lacks the ability to ensure that all time segments

regardless of temporal location that are related to the same action are treated similarly.

Main idea. Our main idea is to explicitly model the similarity relationships between time

segments of videos in order to classify and localize actions in videos. We use graph convolu-

tion networks (GCNs) [149] for this purpose.

Similar to regular convolution networks, GCNs also perform nonlinear transformations

on the input features. However, in addition, GCNs treat input features as nodes in a graph

with weighted edges. By setting the edge weights to be proportional to the level of similarity

between nodes, GCNs allow feature similarity and dissimilarity to be incorporated into the

weight learning process as gradients are propagated across weighted edges, as well as during

test time as inference is performed over an entire graph.

By using GCNs, our method explicitly ensures that relationships between time segments

are considered during both training and testing. We represent each segment in a video as a

node in a graph, and edges between nodes are weighted by their similarity. Each segment’s

feature representation is transformed to a weighted average of all segments it is connected

to, with weights based on learned edge strength. These weighted average features are then

used to learn a multiple instance learning based video classifier. We use appearance and

motion similarity between segments to determine edge weights: two nodes that have similar

RGB and optical flow features have a stronger edge between them than two nodes that

have dissimilar RGB and optical flow features. In this way, the learned weights operate on
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groups of features together, rather than on individual time segments. This helps prevent the

network from focusing on just a few discriminative parts of the video.

Contributions. (1) A novel graph convolution approach for weakly-supervised action lo-

calization. Our method is based on an appearance and motion similarity graph and is the

first to use graph convolutions in the weakly-supervised action localization setting. (2) We

analyze each component of our model, explore other graph based alternatives, and quanti-

tatively and qualitatively compare against other non-graph based approaches. (3) We push

the state-of-the-art on widely-used action detection datasets in the weakly-supervised set-

ting - THUMOS’14 [150] and ActivityNet 1.2 [151], and are the first to present results on

Charades [152].

5.1 Related work

Weakly supervised action localization has many different variants in literature. [144] en-

courages time segments with similar classification predictions to have similar intermediate

deep features using a Co-Activity Similarity Loss. Like us, it uses feature similarity between

segments to improve localization. However, unlike our approach, it exclusively uses feature

similarity to provide training supervision, and does not model feature relationships to make

predictions. Others discourage the network from focusing only on the most discriminative

time segments via random hiding [153], or their iterative removal during training [154].

While [155] uses a contrastive loss for temporally fuller localizations, [156] additionally

uses a coherence loss for visually consistent action identification. More recent works learn to

attend and pool per time segment predictions during training [145, 143], while Untrimmed-

Nets [146] simultaneously learns to classify and select the most salient segments in a video.

However, these methods do not consider the relationships between time segments during

testing. In contrast, by inferring over a video-level graph, our method can use information

from the entire video during training as well as testing to achieve better localization. Recent
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work [148] uses recurrent neural networks to model relationships between time segments.

However, relationships between time segments that are temporally distant, or that belong

to different videos cannot be modeled. In contrast, our model is not restricted by temporal

proximity when modeling similarity and dissimilarity relationships between time segments.

Some work use additional cues such as person detection [157, 158], scripts/subtitles [159,

160, 161], or external text [162]. Others use activity ordering information to assist in discrim-

inative clustering [163, 164], temporal alignment [165, 166, 167], and segmenting temporal

proposals [168, 169].

A growing body of work explore neural network based graphs [149, 170]. In computer

vision, graph convolutions have gained popularity for capturing relationships between objects

spatially and temporally for video object understanding, as well as capturing spatio-temporal

dynamics for action understanding [171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177]. In particular, [171]

develops an LSTM based graph for video object detection that uses strong action localization

annotation as supervision. Unlike our method they do not use graph convolutions, and

operate in a different ‘slightly supervised’ setting for video object detection, where human

action labels are used to generate object detection labels. [173] uses both an appearance

similarity graph alongside a temporal similarity graph to understand relations between video

regions for action classification. However, unlike our method, it operates in a fully-supervised

setting.

5.2 Approach

Our goal is to train a temporal action localization system that predicts the start and end

times of each action’s occurrence in a video. During training, we are only provided with

weak action labels: we know what actions occur in a video but we do not know when or how

many times they occur. We use these weak action label–video pairs to train our system.

During testing, input videos have no labels.
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Figure 5.2: Method Overview: We use a pre-trained I3D network to extract input features
for each time segment in a video. Each time segment is represented as a graph node, and edges
between nodes are weighted by their level of learned similarity. Segment-level classification
predictions are made by inference over this graph. During test time, we threshold the
segment-level predictions to get activity localization predictions. We use a Multiple-Instance
Learning (MIL) loss to supervise the classification, an L1 loss on edge weights to keep
the edges in the graph sparse, and a modified Co-Activity Similarity Loss (M-CASL) to
encourage edges between foreground segments to be higher than edges between foreground
and background segments.

5.2.1 Architecture

Our network architecture is shown in Fig. 5.2. The input to our network is an l×din volume

of features, where l is the number of input time segments in the video, and din is feature

dimension. We refer to each time segment’s input feature as x and the entire input volume

as X. The input features are then transformed using a graph convolution layer. We use

RGB and optical flow based similarity to weight edges in the graph, where the similarity

metric is learned by a separate linear layer φ. For each input time segment, the network

outputs a prediction confidence for all classes. We refer to the final prediction l × c volume

as Y, where c is the number of action classes.
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5.2.2 Feature extraction

We extract features from a Kinetics pre-trained I3D [178] to represent each video segment,

as in [144]. Specifically, each video is represented by two l × 1024 volumes (where l is the

number of input time segments), one extracted from a RGB based stream and one extracted

from an optical flow based stream. These volumes are concatenated to give a final l × 2048

representation. Each time segment corresponds to 16 frames extracted at 25 FPS, or 0.64

seconds.

5.2.3 Graph convolution layer

Each input time segment is treated as a node in a graph over which inference is performed.

The node edges are weighted by their similarity. In this way, related time segments can be

pushed together and unrelated time segments can be pushed apart in feature space, while

informing one another during both training and testing phases. Through this process, the

graph convolutions can encourage better localization as the network is forced to inspect and

predict each time segment class in the context of other time segments that it is similar to as

well as different from.

The graph layer performs the following transformation on input X:

Z = ĜXW

where Z is an l × dout output of the graph convolution, W is a 2048 × dout weight matrix

learned via backpropagation, and Ĝ is the row normalized affinity matrix G. G is an l × l

affinity matrix where Gij is the edge weight between xi and xj.

To compute G, we first learn a simple affine function φ on input feature x:

φ(x) = wx + b
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where w and b are weight and bias terms. φ is used to weight graph edges such that nodes

with more similar φ have higher edge weights between them. Gij (edge weight between xi

and xj) is computed as:

Gij = f(φ(xi), φ(xj))

where f(·) is cosine similarity.

G essentially transforms each row of X to a weighted combination of other rows of

X. Note that this formulation subsumes other common layer operations. An identity G

corresponds a regular fully connected layer with no bias term. A G with zero off-diagonal

values, and non uniform diagonal entries works similarly to an attention mechanism. By

setting rows of G to one or zero, average and max pooling operations can be performed.

Multiple graph layers can be stacked together as the Z of the layer below becomes the X of

the layer above. However, due to the small size of our datasets we use only a single graph

layer. The output of our graph layer is passed to a linear classification layer to obtain the

final l × c volume Y.

5.2.4 Loss functions

Our method uses three separate losses. We use a multi-instance cross entropy loss that

trains the network to correctly classify each video via segment level classification. We also

impose an L1 sparsity loss on our graph so that graph edges are sparse and discriminative

time segments can be clustered together. Last, we impose a co-activity similarity loss on

the learned similarity function φ, so that salient parts for each video class are encouraged to

have high edge weights between them.

Multiple instance learning loss

Similar to prior work [146, 144], we treat the problem of weak action localization as a multiple

instance learning (MIL) problem. Each video is treated as a bag of instances, some of which
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are positive instances. We only have video-level labels, and must use them to correctly

classify instances within each video. To do this, we classify all instances, and then average

the classification predictions for the top k per class to get a c dimension video-level prediction

vector. The vector is normalized using softmax so that each dimension, pi represents the

probability for class i. At the same time, the binary indicator ground truth vector y (a

video can contain multiple action classes) for a video is normalized so that it sums to 1. It

is then used alongside the video prediction vector to calculate the multi-class cross entropy

loss averaged across a batch of n videos, indexed by j:

LMIL =
1

n

n∑
j=1

C∑
i=1

−yji log pji .

We set k to max(1, b l
d
c) where l is the total number of input features for a video, and

d is a hyper parameter. We further analyze the effect of d in Section 5.3.2. This part of

our framework is similar to the multiple instance learning loss branch in [144] and the hard

selection module of [146]. Unlike binary cross entropy loss, this loss formulation gives equal

weight to each training video rather than each label occurrence. Hence, instances of each

class that occur in videos with fewer labels get more weight than instances that co-occur

with many other classes, which we found leads to better performance than the binary cross

entropy loss.

Graph sparsity loss

To recap, G transforms rows of X to a weighted average of rows of X. In other words, G can

cluster together similar x’s, and push apart dissimilar x’s. However, a G with edge weights

that are close to uniform will make it hard for the network to train, as discriminative signals

in X will be averaged out. In order to prevent this, we enforce edge weights in G to be

sparse by imposing an L1 loss on the absolute sum of G:
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LL1 =

∑l
i=1

∑l
j=1 |Gij|
l2

The loss works to encourage sparsity in G, and hence trains φ to create tighter clusters from

X.

We find that it is helpful to additionally ignore edges that have a low absolute value. We

therefore drop edges in each graph that are in the lower half of its range of edge weights.

Modified co-activity similarity loss

Our last loss is a modification of the Co-Activity Similarity Loss (CASL) [144]. It supervises

the intermediate feature representation corresponding to video segments by both increas-

ing the distance between foreground and background features, and decreasing the distance

between foreground features of the same class.

The foreground and background representations are the sum of time segments’ intermedi-

ate feature representations weighed by their predicted classification confidence. Specifically,

for a given video, let Ft represent the intermediate feature representation of time segment t,

let pi,t represent the classification confidence of time segment t belonging to class i, and let

p̂i,t represent pi,t after softmax normalization across all classes to segment t. The foreground

feature representation fi, and background feature representation bi, are then calculated as:

fi =
l∑

t=1

p̂i,t Ft, bi =
l∑

t=1

(1− p̂i,t) Ft

where l is the total number of time segments in the video.

For a video j and its ground truth action class i, the foreground f ji and background bj
i

feature representations are obtained. For any two videos j and k belonging to the same

class i, their foreground and background representations can then be used to calculate the
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Co-Activity Similarity Loss:

Lj,k,i
CASL = max(0, f̄(f ji , f

k
i )− f̄(bj

i , f
k
i ) + 0.5)

+ max(0, f̄(f ji , f
k
i )− f̄(bk

i , f
j
i ) + 0.5)

where f̄(a, b) is cosine distance and 0.5 is the margin.

CASL was originally designed to supervise the intermediate feature representation that

is used to make the final class wise predictions; i.e., an unmodified use of CASL would be

on the output of our graph convolution layer. Here, we instead apply the loss on the output

of φ. That is, we use CASL to encourage the edge weight between two foreground segments

a and b of the same class to be high (and the edge weight of a foreground and background

segment to be low). This affects how rows of X are averaged. It does not directly supervise

the learned weight matrix W; W is still free to transform rows a and b of GX differently. In

this sense, our modified CASL (MCASL), i.e. applying CASL on φ, is a less rigid imposition

of the loss, one that would not be possible in a regular fully connected layer. In Section 5.3.2,

we show that this choice is more effective in reducing overfitting than directly supervising

the intermediate feature representation.

Final loss

The final loss used to supervise the training is:

LTotal = λ1LMIL + λ2LL1 + λ3LCASL.

We set λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1. These hyperparameters are set so that no one loss dominates

training.
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5.2.5 Action classification and localization

During test time, we input a single video, and obtain an l× c volume output Y. We average

the top k segments per class to obtain a video-level classification prediction.

In order to obtain hard localization predictions (video segment classifications), we thresh-

old the confidence values to ignore the lowest 5% range of predictions. We merge temporally

consecutive time segments that are classified as the same action into a single detection, and

assign it the maximum confidence of its merged segments. We use these detections for the

final evaluation.

5.3 Experiments

We evaluate our approach against state-of-the-art weakly-supervised temporal action lo-

calization methods. We also analyze the effects of edge sparsity and our different losses.

Lastly, we present qualitative and quantitative results that highlight the advantage of our

graph-based approach over traditional methods that do not explicitly model the relationship

between time segments.

Datasets We present results on three datasets, of which THUMOS’14 and ActivityNet 1.2

have been previously used to evaluate weakly supervised action localization.

THUMOS’14 [150] has temporal annotations for 20 classes, with 200/211 untrimmed

validation/test videos. Each video contains one or more of the 20 classes, with an average of

1.12 classes per video. We use the validation dataset for training, and the testing data for

testing.

ActivityNet 1.2 [151] comprises 4819 training videos, 2383 validation videos, and 2480

test videos with withheld labels. There are a 100 action classes with an average of 1.5
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temporal activity segments per video. We use the training videos as training data, and

validation videos as test data.

Charades [152] is composed of 9848 videos, with 7985 as training videos, and 1863 as

validation videos. The videos have an average length of just 30 seconds, and feature fine

grained actions such as ‘Putting Clothes Somewhere’ and ‘Throwing Clothes Somewhere’

performed in visually similar indoor settings. Videos have an average of 6.75 actions. We

use features extracted from i3D network finetuned on Charades [178].

Implementation details The output of φ as well as our graph layer is 1024. The output

of the graph layer is passed through a ReLU non-linearity and then L2 normalized before

being passed to the linear classification layer. We use Dropout at 0.5 between the graph

and linear layer. The output of the classification layer is passed through a Tanh layer to

obtain the final class confidence values. The final Tanh non-linearity limits the range of class

confidence scores so that a standard threshold of −0.9 can be applied across all datasets.

Using a standard threshold ensures that we do not trivially inflate performance for datasets

with longer actions by predicting the full duration of each video.

Though not encountered in our experiments, the graph layer’s matrix multiplication GX

can run into GPU memory limitations for large graphs. During train time, the number of

time segments per graph can be limited, and during test time G and GX can be calculated

offline on CPU, or in smaller row wise chunks on GPU as a solution.

We train for 250 epochs with Adam [179] at a learning rate of 0.001. During both training

and testing we build G from time segments from a single video at a time.

For THUMOS’14, we use a batch size of 32 videos and calculate the CAS loss for every

pair of videos with the same ground truth class label. For the larger ActivityNet 1.2 and

Charades, we use a batch size of 256. Since calculating the CAS loss for every pair of videos

for this larger batch size increases the required training time exponentially, we fix half of

each batch with video pairs that have a randomly picked class in common. The CAS loss is
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Method
mAP@IoU

0.5 0.7 0.9
UntrimmedNets [146] 7.4 3.9 1.2

Auto-Loc [155] 27.3 17.5 6.8
W-TALC [144] 37.0 14.6 -

Ours 29.4 17.5 7.5

Method mAP
Sigurdsson et al. [152] 12.8

SSN [180] 16.4
Super Events [181] 19.4

TGM [182] 22.3
Ours 15.8

Figure 5.3: (Left) Localization performance on ActivityNet 1.2 val set. (Right) Localiza-
tion performance on Charades. All methods except ‘Ours’ are strongly supervised

mAP@IoU
Method 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Cls

HAS [153] 36.4 27.8 19.5 12.7 6.8 -
UntrimmedNets [146] 44.4 37.7 28.2 21.1 13.7 74.2
STPN (UNTF) [145] 45.3 38.8 31.1 23.5 16.2 -
STPN (I3DF) [145] 52.0 44.7 35.5 25.8 16.9 -

AutoLoc [155] - - 35.8 29.0 21.2 -
W-TALC (UNTF) [144] 49.0 42.8 32.0 26.0 18.8 -
W-TALC (I3DF) [144] 55.2 49.6 40.1 31.1 22.8 85.6

MAAN [143] 59.8 50.8 41.1 30.6 20.3 94.1
Ours 63.7 56.9 47.3 36.4 26.1 94.2

STAR* [148] 68.8 60.0 48.7 34.7 23.0 -
Ours 63.7 56.9 47.3 36.4 26.1 94.2

Table 5.1: Localization performance on Thumos’14 test set. The last column shows video
classification performance. Asterisk indicates the method uses additional annotation.

then only calculated for the paired videos.

5.3.1 Comparison to state-of-the-art

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3 (left) show weakly-supervised temporal action localization results

on THUMOS’14 and Activity 1.2, respectively. We use mean average precision (mAP) to

calculate localization accuracy at different overlap thresholds. Overlap threshold is used to

determine the minimum required overlap between a ground truth occurrence and a prediction

for it to count as a true positive.

For THUMOS’14, our method outperforms all previous methods at the challenging over-

lap threshold of 0.5, with a margin of more than 3 mAP points. This gap in performance is
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mAP@IoU
Method 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Baseline 26.1 19.4 13.1 8.9 5.8
MCASL 26.7 20.8 14.7 9.9 6.2

L1 55.3 46.9 39.0 28.5 19.6
L1+MCASL 63.7 56.9 47.3 36.4 26.1

Table 5.2: Ablation study of different constraints on our appearance similarity graph on
Thumos ‘14 test set.

retained even when comparing against STAR [148] which uses additional annotation in the

form of the number of times an action occurs in a video during training. Similarly, we out-

perform previous methods on ActivityNet 1.2 at higher overlap thresholds. To demonstrate

localization ability independent of classification, we also calculate mAP for ground truth

action classes. This results in 19.7% and 8.2% mAP at 0.7 and 0.9 IoU for ActivityNet, and

a slight increase at 0.5 IoU to 63.9% for THUMOS’14.

Figure 5.3 (right) shows additional results of our method on Charades. While our method

is 6.5 points below the state-of-the-art in a fully supervised setting, it is 3 points higher than

its original fully supervised baseline and presents a challenging weakly supervised baseline

for future methods to compare with. Like previous methods, we report mAP for 25 equally

spaced time points in each video.

5.3.2 Ablation studies

We next study the effect of our three losses. In particular, we study the effect of CASL by

showing that it is more effective with a graph-based method than an approach that does not

explicitly cluster time segments together. We show that the modified CASL is able to do

better by guarding against over-fitting. Last, we inspect how k should be set for the top k

multi instance learning loss.

Graph supervision

We first analyze the importance of each constraint on the appearance similarity graph. The

appearance similarity graph uses an L1 loss to encourage non-uniform edge weights, and
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mAP@IoU
Method 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

FC-CASL 1024 55.1 47.9 38.4 29.4 18.3
FC-CASL 2048 55.4 48.3 40.0 30.3 19.8
CASL-Graph 57.7 50.9 42.0 32.1 22.5

MCASL (Ours) 63.7 56.9 47.3 36.4 26.1

Table 5.3: Using a graph with CASL (last two rows) is more effective than using regular linear
layers (FC-CASL rows) since it explicitly utilizes relationships between temporal segments.

a co-activity similarity loss (CASL) on φ to supervise edge clustering. Table 5.2 shows

the results of our ablation study. L1 loss is most crucial for performance, as it more than

triple the performance at 0.5 overlap. MCASL provides the next significant improvement:

a 8.4 mAP improvement at 0.1 IoU threshold. While MCASL improves performance of the

baseline model, it is most useful when working with an L1 loss. This indicates MCASL is

more useful when working with a sparse graph.

Modified co-activity similarity loss

We next analyze the effect of the co-activity similarity loss.

We develop a baseline model that uses the CASL loss without a graph convolution layer

to contrast it with our graph-based approach. Specifically, the model uses a fully-connected

layer instead of a graph layer, but is otherwise identical. The resulting model ‘FC-CASL

1024’ has a 1024 dimension intermediate output like our graph model. We also train a higher-

capacity model ‘FC-CASL 2048’ that has a larger intermediate layer with a 2048 dimension

output, which is roughly the same number of learnable parameters as ours. These baseline

models are very similar to the model in [144], except they have the same non-linearities as

our network. These are also equivalent to our network without a learned similarity metric

φ, but a fixed identity adjacency matrix G. We additionally develop a baseline model that

uses the original CAS loss ‘CASL-Graph’: instead of applying CASL on the output of φ as

done in our model, we apply it to the output of our graph layer. Thus, the only difference

between this baseline and the ‘FC-CASL’ baselines is the graph layer.

Table 5.3 shows the results. Applying the CASL loss on the output of the graph layer
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d
THUMOS ActivityNet Charades

Video mAP Test Data mAP Test Data mAP Test Data
% @ 0.5 IoU % @ 0.5 IoU % Per Frame %

1 50-100% 18.5 2.8 29.4 57.2 14.9 76.9
2 25-50% 44.9 3.8 5.5 19.0 15.4 82.0
4 12.5-25% 58.4 14.1 1.7 14.4 15.2 75.5
8 0-12.5% 63.7 93.9 1.4 18.8 13.8 15.4

Random 39.0 - 14.3 - 15.8 -

Table 5.4: Setting hyperparameter d to correspond with expected action duration results in
the best performance across datasets.

‘CASL-Graph’, leads to a ∼3 mAP improvement over the ‘FC-CASL’ baselines. This points

to the superiority of using a graph based approach for weakly-supervised action localization

versus relying on conventional linear layers. In addition, the better performance of our

full model compared to ‘CASL-Graph’ shows that our modified CASL which supervises

input feature clustering, rather than intermediate network features is a better method for

providing supervision. By tracking testing performance throughout training, we find that

‘CASL-Graph’ begins to overfit midway through training after reaching peak performance at

59 mAP at 0.1 IoU. On the other hand, ‘Ours-MCASL’ reaches higher peak performance and

then maintains it through the end of training since it is not modifying the actual intermediate

feature representation of the network, but only modifies how the input I3D features are

clustered for further inference.

MIL Loss Parameter

As explained in Section 5.2.4, the multi instance learning loss is calculated over the average

of the top k predictions of each class. k is chosen to be 1/8 of the length of a video by setting

parameter d. While d = 8 works well for THUMOS’14, it is not optimal for ActivityNet and

Charades.

Generally speaking a smaller d (or larger k) results in longer detections as the MIL loss is

backpropagated to more time segments at every iteration. Table 5.4 shows the performance

of our system for different values of d against the percent of test videos that feature activities
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Figure 5.4: Visualizing graphs: Strongly connected graph cliques are shown in blue. In
red we show segments that are considered very dissimilar to the foreground segments. The
corresponding adjacency matrix for each example is shown on the right.

with corresponding duration. The d that results in the best performance mimics the activity

duration bias for each dataset; 57% of ActivityNet test videos feature actions that last more

than half the video length, so setting d = 1 during training results in the best performance.

With very short action durations, THUMOS’14 performs best with a large d or shorter

predictions. Without prior knowledge of typical activity duration, or a temporally labeled

validation set that can be used to set d, one useful strategy is to randomly choose a value for

d for each training iteration. The last row shows results where d is randomly selected from

the set {1, 2, 4, 8} every training iteration. With a balanced activity duration, ‘Random’

is the best strategy for Charades, and for both ActivityNet and THUMOS’14 results in

performance that is significantly better than the worst d setting, but about half of the

optimal level. Estimating d without any temporal annotation is an interesting direction for

future research.
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative Comparison: The ground truth is in blue, our detections are in
green, and a baseline without a graph (‘FC-CASL’) results are in red. The video frames
are sampled uniformly across the video length. By using similarity across time segments to
make our predictions, our method is able to localize larger extents of actions (yellow) and
is able to develop a more general model of action classes that allows it to localize to more
instances of an action (magenta).

5.3.3 Qualitative results

Figure 5.5 shows some qualitative results comparing our method against baselines. Ground

truth, our results, and the ‘FC-CASL’ baseline results are shown in blue, green and red,

respectively, for videos from different classes. Using a graph allows our network to localize

actions with more overlap (in yellow). This is most apparent in the second row, where our

detections are not split up and wider than the baseline’s. Our model is also able to localize

more occurrences of different actions; in magenta we show instances that are not detected

by ‘FC-CASL’ but are detected by our method.

Figure 5.6 shows additional qualitative results from the THUMOS ‘14 dataset. The

ground truth is shown in blue, with our detections in green. Overall, our method is good at

localizing all occurrences of an action.

The first row shows an example of a video with multiple ‘Hammer Throw’ occurrences

during most of the video, followed by a few occurrences of ‘Clean and Jerk’. Our method is
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Figure 5.6: Qualitative results: The groundtruth is in blue, and our detections are in
green.

able to localize almost all occurrences, however sometimes the localizations are too short in

length, or broken in to multiple occurrences. On the other hand, in the second example of

‘Soccer Penalty’, our model provides localizations that are a little too long compared to the

ground truth.

In Figure 5.7 we show some failure examples of our system. Multiple action occurrences

that happen close in time are lumped together as a single detection in the first and second

examples for the actions of ‘Tennis Swing’ and ‘Cricket Bowling’. However, the network is

able to distinguish multiple occurrences of both actions from longer segments of time when

no action is happening, as indicated by the lack of false positives. While our network is able
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Figure 5.7: Failure results: The groundtruth is in blue, and our detections are in green.

to localize almost all instances of ‘Shot Put’ in the third row, our detections do not span the

full duration of the action and have poor overlap. Finally, our network fails completely in

the last example of ‘Volleyball Spiking’, where it localizes the start and end of the spiking

action rather than its actual duration.

5.3.4 Visualizing Graphs

In Figure 5.4 we show the adjacency matrix of two graphs, and the nodes that form high

edge cliques in these graphs. All images are not temporally neighboring, and taken from

different points in the video. Graph cliques are surrounded in a blue box. Segments that are

considered dissimilar to the foreground segments are surrounded in a red box.

In the cricket bowling video, the graph forms cliques from parts of cricket bowling so that

the start of the ball throw forms one cluster, the arm swing forms another, and so on. The

segments considered least similar to bowling segments are shown in red and show batting,

and a zoomed out view of the stadium; segments with very little relevance to the bowling

action.

The second example shows a video with three distinct cliques. The video features a man

explaining how to score a soccer penalty, and then demonstrating it repeatedly. The largest

clique lumps together nodes where the man is facing the camera and talking. Another clique
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comprises the action right before the soccer penalty – placing the ball and taking the starting

position. The last clique lumps together the actual soccer penalty.

These examples show some interesting ways the graph can cluster nodes – it can cluster

together subactions of an action class, and structured activities that may be relevant to, but

distinct from, the action class.

5.4 Discussion

We presented a novel approach for weakly supervised temporal action localization. Without

frame level annotation during training, an action localization system must necessarily infer

action categories from the similarity and difference between time segments of videos. Despite

this, current methods do not make explicit use of appearance and motion similarity between

time segments to inform predictions. In contrast, our method makes explicit use of similarity

relationships between time segments by using graph convolutions. As a result, it is able to

harness similarity relationships to develop a better model of each action category, and is

consequently able to localize actions to a fuller extent. We pushed the state of the art

on Thumos’14 and ActivityNet 1.2 for weakly supervised action localization, and presented

the first results on Charades. We demonstrated quantitatively and qualitatively that a

baseline approach that does not use graph similarity achieves inferior performance. Last,

we demonstrated through ablation studies the importance of each component of our system,

and presented analysis of the weaknesses of our approach.
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Chapter 6

Equine pain behaviour detection via

self-supervised disentangled latent

pose representation

The last chapter presented a weakly supervised method for action localization. In this

chapter, we apply weakly supervised detection explicitly for the task of equine pain detection.

Equine pain detection is a challenging problem, with expert human performance on video

data at just 58% accuracy for pain or no pain classification [28]. While self evaluation can be

used as a gold standard for determining pain in human subjects, horses being non-verbal lack

a gold standard for pain [183]. In addition, as prey animals horses hide signs of pain from

humans [19]. It is therefore difficult to ascertain if a horse is experiencing and expressing

pain.

Determining the visual signs of pain in horses is an active area of research, and a variety of

proxies for pain have been used for pain data labeling depending on the experiment design.

For example, post operative horses are labeled as painful in [16] while Gleerup et al [17]

treats time periods when pneumatic pressure, and capsaicin cream are applied to horses as

periods of induced pain. At the same time, overlays of different emotions such as drowsiness
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Figure 6.1: Main Idea (a) Directly training a pain classifier on video frames can result in a
model that is not interpretable, and overfitted to training data. Our two step approach (b)
first uses self supervised multi-view synthesis to learn a latent horse pose representation, and
then second uses the disentangled pose representation to learn a light weight pain classifier.

or stress may also exist and further complicate deducing pain expressions in horses.

In veterinary practice pain scales that use facial and body behaviors in combination with

records of time spent performing different activities such as eating – activity budgets – are

used to determine the pain level of horses [7, 8, 9, 10, 12]. However, outside of an animal

hospital or clinic, determining horse pain can be very difficult as it requires both frequent

observations and expert evaluation. An expert trained computer vision system capable of

determining horse pain, therefore, has great potential for improving animal welfare by timely

detection of pain and consequent diagnosis of illness.

Datasets with detailed annotation have been used for training human pain detection

systems [184]. However, a similar model of pain detection may not be practical for equine

pain detection. Obtaining similar detailed annotation is very costly and time consuming.

For example, it takes an Equine Facial Action Coding System [43] annotator upwards of 30

minutes to label a 1 minute clip [185]. In addition, with pain scales including entries like ‘in-

teractive behavior’ there is not always a mapping between pain attribute and obvious visual

behavior [12]. Finally, horses behave differently when aware of being observed than when

there are no humans present [19], which calls to question the applicability of datasets with

observed horses to more natural settings when the horse is alone. Relatedly, a vision based
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monitoring system for horses would be more pragmatic if it could operate off unobtrusive

surveillance cameras, rather than require horses to be close to the camera, with the face

clearly visible as is true for human datasets.

In 2018-2019, a dataset of horses with induced orthopaedic pain was collected at Swedish

University of Agricultural Sciences [48]. It included surveillance video footage along with

pain labels from periodic pain assessments by expert veterinary researchers. This work uses

the surveillance video data, along with coarse pain labels to determine the pain of unobserved

horses. While, the dataset is a rich source of unobserved horse data, the dataset contains

few subjects (8), and lacks detailed pain annotation. A fully supervised feed forward pain

detection network is therefore likely to overfit to the training data. At the same time, the

network predictions would not be interpretable, and may use extraneous information, such

as the time of the day, or the lighting in the stall to determine the pain state of the horse.

On the other hand, self supervised methods have been shown to disentangle semantically

and visually meaningful properties from image data without the use of labels. Examples

include disentangling the 3D normals, albedo, lighting, and alpha matte for faces [186], and

disentangling pose and identity for facial recognition [187].

Our key idea is to use self supervision to disentangle the visual properties we would like

a pain detection system to focus on, and then use the disentangled representation for iden-

tifying pain. In this manner we can reduce the likelihood of the model learning extraneous

information to determine pain, and prevent overfitting to the training data (see Figure 6.1).

We use a two step process for pain detection. The first stage we train a view synthesis

model that, given a frame of a horse from one angle learns to synthesize the scene from

a different viewpoint [188]. We use an encoder-decoder architecture, and disentangle the

horse pose, identity, and background in the process. In the second stage, we use the learned

pose representation to classify video segments as painful. As we lack detailed temporal

annotation for pain, we use weak supervision to train the pain classification module, and

propose a modified multi-instance learning loss towards this end. Our system is able to learn
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a viewpoint aware latent pose representation, and determine the pain label of video segments

with 60% accuracy. In comparison, human performance on a more close-up dataset of horse

facial videos was at 58% accuracy [28].

We present pain detection results of our model with ablation studies comparing the

contribution of each module. In addition, we visualize and analyze the features of pain

detected by our system, and note their correspondence with current veterinary knowledge

on equine pain behavior. Our contributions are:

• Creating a disentangled horse pose representation using a self supervised novel view

synthesis method using surveillance video footage of horses in box stalls.

• Presenting a method for video level pain detection from the learned disentangled horse

pose representation that is trained using weak pain labels and a novel modified multi

instance learning loss.

• Extensive experiments including visualization and analysis of our automatically de-

tected pain video segments and cues used for pain diagnosis in veterinary practice.

6.1 Related Work

Our work is closely related to the task of novel view synthesis, which is, given a view of

a scene, generating images of the scene from new viewpoints. The task is challenging as

it requires reasoning about the 3D structure and semantics of the scene from the input

image. Rhodin et al [188] make use of synchronized multi-view data to create a disentangled

pose, and identity latent representation by training an auto-encoder type architecture to use

input images from one view to synthesize images of the same time instant from a different

view point. Our work uses the same approach to learn a disentangled pose representation.

However, while their method uses the learned pose representation for the downstream and

strongly related task of 3D and 2D body keypoint estimation, our work uses the latent

representation to detect animal pain in a weakly supervised setting.
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Other works achieve novel view synthesis by assistance from either noisy and incom-

plete [189, 190, 191, 192], or ground truth depth maps in addition to images during train-

ing [193, 194, 195, 196].

Similar to our work, generative models have been used with emphasis on learning a 3D

aware latent representation. Of note is deep voxels [197], a persistent 3D feature volume

designed to learn 3D scene representation when fused with lifted 3D object features, which

has shown impressive results on synthetic data. Similarly, HoloGAN [198], uses real data

and strong 3D priors during training to learn disentangled 3D pose, shape, and appearance

features. Most recently, Synsin [199] proposes the use of point clouds and in-painting to

transform and project latent 3D representations to novel viewpoints, and works with real

rather than synthetic data. While the aim of creating a 3D aware latent representation

is common between our work and these works, these methods emphasize the generation

of accurate and realistic synthetic views, while our work uses the 3D representation for

the downstream task of pain classification. While we do make use of multi-view data, the

different viewpoints are few – 4 – and are separated by a wide baseline, unlike the above

mentioned novel view synthesis works.

Generative models with disentangled latent representations have been developed for a

wide range of purposes such as to discover intrinsic object properties like normals, albedo,

lighting, and alpha matte for faces [186], fine grain class attributes for object discovery

and clustering [200], and pose invariant identity features for face recognition [187], and

have been a topic of extensive research [201, 202, 203, 204, 205]. Our work relies on a

disentangled pose representation from multi-view data, and places emphasis on utilizing

the learned representation for a downstream task. While self supervised disentangled pose

representations have been used for the task of 2D and 3D keypoint recognition [188, 206,

207, 208, 209], no previous work has used self supervised disentangled pose representations

for the behavior related task of pain recognition, particularly in animals.

There is a growing body of work on deep visual learning for animal behavior and body
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understanding. This includes work on animal body keypoint prediction [210, 211], facial

keypoint prediction [212, 79, 213], and dense 3D pose estimation via transfer from human

datasets [214] and fitting a known 3D model to 2D image [215, 216]. Of note is [217] which

uses a synthesized zebra dataset to train a network for predicting zebra pose, shape, and

camera parameters at test time towards the ultimate goal of fitting a dense 3D model to

a 2D input image. However, the method requires extensive 2D keypoint and segmentation

annotation, and uses a known quadruped 3D shape basis [215] for the 3D model generation.

Beyond animal keypoint and pose prediction, there is a growing body of research on

detecting animal emotional state from images and videos. Most relevant is Broomé et al’s [28]

work on horse pain recognition that uses a fully recurrent network for pain prediction on horse

videos. Sheep [25], donkey [27], and mouse [26] pain have also been explored with promising

results. At the intersection of body behavior and pain recognition lies [218], where 3D models

are fit to 2D video data for horse lameness detection. However, previous methods use either

facial data, strong supervision, or additional information such as keypoints, segmentation

masks, or facial movement annotation to learn the pain models. On the other hand our work

uses weak supervision, with no additional annotation, and uses video data with the full body

of the horse visible rather than just the face.

6.2 Approach

We use a two step approach for pain detection. Our dataset comprises of time aligned

videos of horses from multiple views. The data has coarse video level pain labels. In the

first stage, we train an encoder-decoder type architecture for novel view synthesis, and learn

an identity and viewpoint co-variant horse pose aware latent representation in the process.

In the second stage, we train a pain detection head using the trained pose aware latent

representation as input to diagnose pain in video sequences. Since the dataset does not

have detailed temporal annotation of horse pain expression, we use a multi-instance learning
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approach for pain detection for video sequences. In the following sections we first describe

the LPS dataset, followed by details of our view synthesis, and pain detection methods.

6.2.1 Dataset

The LPS Dataset [48] comprises of 24 hour surveillance camera footage of 8 horses filmed

before and during joint pain induction. The experimental protocol was approved by the

Swedish Ethics Committee in accordance with the Swedish legislation on animal experiments

(diary number 5.8.18-09822/2018). As few horses as possible were included and a fully

reversible lameness induction model was used. Pain was induced by injecting a solution

of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in one of the horses’ leg joints leading to swelling. The joint

swelling may be painful, and makes it difficult for the horse to bear weight on the leg with

induced swelling. The horses are stalled individually in one of two identical box stalls,

with four surveillance cameras in each stall capturing round the clock footage of the horse

behavior. Starting 1.5 hours after joint injection, horses were periodically removed from the

stall for trotting and asymmetry movement measurements by expert veterinary researchers.

Measurements were discontinued once horse movement asymmetry returned to baseline (pre-

induction) measurements. In addition pain assessments were performed by direct observation

20 minutes before and after each movement asymmetry measurement.

Data Preprocessing

Of the larger dataset of collected over 16 days, we use video data from two hours of pre-

induction baseline, and two hours of peak pain video footage for each horse from each

surveillance camera. This results in 128 hours of data. We only use the time periods when

no humans are present in the stall or the corridor outside the stall. This reduces the likelihood

of curiosity or interactivity with external environment leading to confusing changes in horses’

behavior.

Videos from each camera were manually offset when necessary to sync temporally with
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other cameras in the stall. Videos belonging to the two hour peak pain period were labeled

as pain videos, and pre-induction period were labeled as no-pain videos.

The intrinsic parameters for each camera are recovered by photographing a checkerboard

pattern with known dimensions and solving Perspective-and-Point (PnP) problem using

RANSAC in OpenCV [219].

With a large baseline between cameras it was not possible to capture the checkerboard

in all cameras and recover cameras’ extrinsic parameters with the same world coordinate

system. However, for a subset of calibration instances the checkerboard was visible in three

of the four cameras, with one camera in common between all calibration instances for each

stall. Consequently, a common world coordinate system was determined by setting the global

origin to the common camera’s origin for all calibration instances. Following, we refined the

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras using bundle adjustment, i.e. by finding the

camera parameters that minimize the reprojection error between the checkerboard corners

in each image, and the projections of their corresponding 3D coordinates using the recovered

camera parameters.

6.2.2 Multiview synthesis

Our multiview synthesis network uses the same architecture and training methodology as

original work by Rhodin et al [188].

The model is a U-Net type architecture [220] that learns a disentangled horse identity and

pose representation in its bottleneck layer. This is done by training the model to synthesize

an image of an input image scene from a different viewpoint.

Specifically, given an input video frame xvi,t, from viewpoint i, at time t, the encoder,

fE, output is a latent representation of the horse pose, pvi,t, and a latent representation of

the horse identity, hvi,t:

pvi,t, hvi,t = fE (xvi,t)
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During training, both the pose and identity representations are manipulated before being

inputted to the decoder. The pose representation is rotated by the relative camera rotations

between camera viewpoint i and j, so that the pose representation input to the decoder, fD,

is in the same space as pose representations for viewpoint j:

pvi→vj ,t = Rvi→vj pvi,t

The identity representation is swapped by the identity representation of an input frame of

the same horse from the same viewpoint, but from a different time, t′, and hence likely with

a different pose. This identity representation swap encourages the network to disentangle

pose and identity. In addition, a background image for each viewpoint, bvi , is input to the

decoder so that the network does not focus on learning background information for synthesis

and instead focuses on the horse:

x′vi→vj ,t = fD (pvi→vj ,t, hvi,t′ , bvi)

The synthesized image, x′vi→vj ,t, is supervised by both a pixel-level mean square error loss

compared with the ground truth image at time t from viewpoint j, as well as a perceptual

loss on ImageNet pretrained ResNet18 [221] penultimate layers’ feature.

LMV S = ||x′vi→vj ,t − xvj ,t||2 + α ||θRN(x′vi→vj ,t) − θRN(xvj ,t)||2

where α is a loss weighting parameter, and function θRN(x) outputs ResNet18’s penultimate

feature representation for input image x. The multi-view synthesis loss, LMV S, is averaged

across all instances in a batch before backward propagation.

During testing, the synthesized image is generated without swapping of the identity

representation.

Similar to [188], we detect and crop the horse in each frame to factor out scale and global
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position. The rotation, R between two views is calculated with respect to the crop center

instead of the image center and the crop is sheared so that it appears as if it were taken

from a virtual camera pointing in the crop direction. In more detail, the crop is transformed

by the homography induced by rotating the camera so that the ray through its origin aligns

with the crop center.

Refining Multiview Synthesis For Horses

Unlike the Human 3.6 dataset [222] used in [188] features actors that move around constantly,

the LPS dataset used by us features the horse standing or grazing in similar pose for long

periods of time. As a result, randomly selecting a frame for the identity feature swap when

training with LPS dataset can lead to suboptimal identity disentanglement. We therefore

train on time sequences with a variety of horse poses – i.e. sequences with large optical flow

– to achieve good identity disentanglement.

The background image for each view were at first extracted by taking the median images

over all video frames from that view. However, the LPS dataset was collected over multiple

months, during which the cameras were nudged by chewing from curious horses. As a result

we calculated and used separate background images for each month. This lead to better

background disentanglement.

6.2.3 Detecting Pain

The self supervised base network from Section 6.2.2 provides us with a means to disentangle

the horse pose from its background, and identity from a given input image. The disentangled

pose representation is then further used to train a pain detection head.

We perform pain detection with both frame and, following insight from previous re-

search [28, 223] that showed pain detection from instantaneous observations to be unreliable,

video clip level inputs. For clip level detection, we concatenate per frame pose latent repre-

sentations in to a clip level volume that is then used as the atomic unit for pain detection
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Figure 6.2: Pain Detection Model. Pose representations from the trained multi-view
synthesis model are extracted for each frame for an input video, and collated into l length
clips. The pain detection head, comprised of three fully connected (FC) layers, predicts pain
for each clip, and clip level predictions are collated and supervised by the proposed multi
instance learning loss.

during both training and testing.

The network architecture is shown in Figure 6.2 and comprises of two hidden linear layer

with ReLU non-linearity and Dropout, followed by a classification layer with two dimensional

output. Frame level predictions from the first linear layer are concatenated in to a 64 ∗ l

vector, where l is the number of frames in each time segment, that is then further forwarded

through the network.

We use a multi instance learning setting for pain detection. Every video comprises of

multiple time segments – either frames or clips – that are independently classified as pain or

no pain segments. These segment level predictions are collated to obtain a video level pain

prediction.

More specifically, each video sequence s, comprises of n time segments indexed by t. The

pain head θ provides a two dimensional output that is softmaxed to obtain the pain, and

no pain confidence values for time segment t, where boldface p represents the set of pose

representations of all frames in time segment t:

yNP
vi,t , y

P
vi,t = softmax (θ (pvi,t))
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The k time segments with the highest pain predictions are averaged to obtain the video

level pain prediction:

yPvi,s =
1

k

∑
t∈S

yPvi,t , y
NP
vi,s =

1

k

∑
t∈S

yNP
vi,t

where S is the set of k time segments’ indices with the highest pain prediction:

S = {j | yPvi,j ∈ max
K
{yPvi,1, yPvi,2, . . . , yPvi,n}}

The video level pain predictions are then supervised with a cross-entropy loss.

Selecting the top k segments with the highest pain predictions is an important modifica-

tion to the multi instance learning loss used in literature (e.g. [146, 224, 225]), that would

have averaged the highest k predictions for both pain and no-pain class independently to

obtain the video level predictions. By collating only the predictions for the top k pain time

segments to obtain the video level prediction, we do not penalize the network for detecting

no-pain time segments within a pain video, and require only that the pain predictions have

high confidence for a pain video, and no time segments have high pain confidence for a

no-pain video. In Section 6.3.3 we show results without this loss modification.

Parameter k is set to be bn
d
c where d is randomly selected from the set 1, 2, 4, 8 on every

training iteration, and set to 8 during testing. Parameter d correlates with the proportion

of a video that is predicted as an action class. As we do not know what proportion of time

a horse in pain will express pain in a pain video, varying this parameter randomly is likely

to provide the most robust performance as shown in previous work [226].

6.3 Experiments

6.3.1 Implementation Details

We use four hours of video footage per horse – two hours from before LPS injection, and

two hours from the time period with maximum diagnosed pain, excluding time periods with
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humans present in the stall.

MaskRCNN [227] is used to detect the horse in each frame. We noticed high confusion

between ‘horse’ and ‘cow’ categories, and included high confidence detections from both

categories. Detections were used to crop and center the horse in each frame.

Optical flow was calculated using Farnebäck’s method [228] on video frames extracted

at 10 frames per second. Time segments that had optical flow magnitude in the top 1%,

143559 frames, were used to train the multi-view synthesis module. We use leave one out

subject exclusive training. Networks are trained for 50 epochs at 0.001 learning rate using

Adam optimizer. The perceptual loss is weighted 2 times higher than the mean squared error

loss during training. The same U-Net based architecture as in [188] is used. The dimension

of the pose representation is 600, which is reshaped to 200 × 3 for multiplication with the

viewpoint to viewpoint rotation transformation R.

The pain detection dataset comprises of video segments with the maximum length of 2

minutes. Missing MaskRCNN detections can result in video segments of shorter length, but

no instances less than 20 seconds in length are included. Pain is predicted for short clips

that are collated for video level pain prediction. We show results when using clips of length

1 frame (frame based), and with clips of length five seconds. The five second clip length is

set following past research [229]; additionally, [223] suggests it to be the duration of time a

horse pain expression lasts.

The backbone network is frozen when training the pain detection head, which is trained

for 10 epochs at 0.001 learning rate. Leave one out training is again used, excluding the

same test subject as for the backbone network. In addition pain detection performance on

a validation set is calculated after each epoch, and the model at the epoch with the highest

performance is used for testing. Data from the non-test subject with the most balanced

pain/no-pain data distribution is used as the validation data.
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Figure 6.3: Identity swapping on different models. Each column shows the decoder output
for the corresponding input image from the first row. In the third and fifth rows, the identity
representations are swapped with the identity representation from a training horse with a
black coat.

6.3.2 Disentangled Representation Learning

Disentangled Pose Representation

We explore the quality of the base network’s latent representation qualitatively. The ideal

pose representation would be able to cluster together the same horse pose regardless of

viewpoint. In addition, the representation would be disentangled from horse identity.

Given the pose representation of a test input image at time t from i viewpoint, pvi,t, we

find its top 3 nearest neighbors from the train data after rotation to viewpoint j, that is we

find the nearest neighbors in the training data of Rvi→vj pvi,t. Some qualitative results are

shown in Figure 6.4, where the second columns show the actual image from j viewpoint,

pvj ,t.
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The top 3 neighbors are consistent with the expected ground truth, which shows that

the latent representation has learned a pose representation that is viewpoint co-variant. One

exception is the neighbors in the third row in the left set of columns – the second nearest

neighbor is quite different from the ground truth image. On the other hand the nearest

neighbors show evidence of both background and identity disentanglement. The background

of the retrieved images are often different from the query background, for example in the

middle set of columns. At the same time, the retrieved horses may be physically different

from the query horse, for example a black horse is retrieved in the fourth row, in the left set

of columns, and a horse with a white blaze is retrieved in the second row in the right set

of columns. Interestingly, when the horse head and neck is self occluded in the second row,

right set of columns, the nearest neighbors suggest that the model hallucinates a reasonable

– though not entirely accurate – neck and head position.

Disentangled Identity Representation

In Figure 6.3, we show results of swapping the identity representation for a test horse. As

explained in Section 6.2.2, the decoder uses an identity and pose representation to recon-

struct an image. We compare reconstructed images with and without swapping the identity

representations with the identity representation of a training horse with a black coat. Good

disentanglement would show a horse with the same pose as the input image, but with a black

rather than a brown coat.

The model trained with uniformly sampled video frames is not able to disentangle identity

and pose and reconstructs horses with more or less the same color with and without identity

swapping. However, by training on high motion frames, the identity is disentangled more

fully, as can be seen by the horses in identity swapped images noticeably darker coats. This

is because horses in the LPS dataset stay in the same pose for long periods of time, making it

less likely that the swapped identity feature’s input frame would feature a horse in a different

pose from the pose feature’s input frame when training with uniformly sampled frames than
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True Performance Best Case Performance
F1 Score Accuracy F1 Score Accuracy

Ours-Frame 58.5±7.8 60.9±5.7 60.8±6.4 62.3±5.4
Ours-Clip 55.9±5.1 57.8±4.4 65.1±6.7 65.6±6.5

Ours-Clip-HaS 56.5±5.0 58.6±4.3 63.6±6.2 64.6±5.8
Scratch 54.5±9.1 57.3±6.5 61.7±8.1 63.2±7.7

F1 Score Accuracy
Ours-MIL 58.5±7.8 60.9±5.7
CE-Clip 52.2±10.2 57.0±6.4

CE-Frame 49.1±10.9 55.2±5.9
MIL-OG 47.7±12.7 55.0±8.2

Table 6.1: Quantitative Results on Pain Detection. Left : Comparison of frame and clip
based pain heads against a model trained from scratch with early stopping using a hold out
dataset (Val Selected) and best case (Oracle). Right : Comparison of cross-entropy loss and
multi instance learning loss variations.

with high motion frames.

Training with high motion frames also results in more fine grained reconstructions of a

variety of poses. This can be seen by comparing the reconstructions, particularly around

the head and legs, in the fifth and sixth columns. Lastly, the background is crisper in the

last two rows. This is due to our use of background images that are derived from the same

month as the input frame, and results in better quality reconstructions as the network learns

to ignore background entirely.

6.3.3 Pain Detection

We present F1 score and accuracy for pain detection results. F1 score is the harmonic mean

of precision and recall. We take the unweighted mean of the F1 score across both classes

to evaluate each model. F1 scores are averaged across all training folds, and presented here

alongside the standard deviation. We similarly present the raw accuracy scores averaged

across all folds.

As stated in Section 6.2.3, we can train our model with both frame and clip (l consecutive

frames) level inputs. The model predicts pain for each input, which is then collated for video

level results. Clip level inputs allow the model to learn dynamic (temporal) features, but

uses more parameters.

In Table 6.1(left) we show results of our frame and clip based model against a model that

is trained from scratch. The scratch model has the same architecture as the encoder part of
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the base network and the pain head and is trained on frames.

The ‘True Performance’ column shows the performance of the model selected by early

stopping based on performance on a holdout validation set and shows the true performance.

The ‘Best Case Performance’ column shows results on the test data if the stopping crite-

ria aligned with the epoch with the best testing performance and shows the upper limit

performance.

Both our frame and clip based models have better true performance than the model

trained from scratch, with the frame based model showing 4% higher F1 score. Additionally,

the best case performance is either comparable or better than the model trained from scratch,

even though more parameters are learned specifically for the pain detection task in the

‘Scratch’ model. At the same time, our models’ use of a disentangled pose representation

ensures that only pose and not any extraneous information is used to deduce the pain state.

These results indicate that using a disentangled pose representation is useful for a dataset

such as ours with limited training subjects.

All models suffer from some degree of overfitting as can be seen from the difference be-

tween the true and best-case performance metrics. The model trained from scratch however,

exhibits the highest amount of overfitting with more than 10% lower true F1 score than

best case performance which can be expected since it learns the most number of parameters.

While the true result is better with frame input than with video input, the use of temporal

information through clip level inputs results in a much higher best-case performance, with

5% higher F1 best case evaluation. We therefore add more regularization by using random

adversarial erasing on training clips as proposed in Hide-and-Seek (HaS) [230], which results

in a 1% higher accuracy than without this augmentation method. The results indicate

that clip based pain prediction is most promising, but would require more regularization to

compete with the simple frame based results.
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Weakly Supervised Learning

In these set of experiments, we evaluate the importance of our multi-instance learning (MIL)

set up, with results in Table 6.1(right). As discussed in Section 6.2.3, our version of MIL

loss (Ours-MIL), averages the pain and no-pain predictions of the top k time segments (or

frames) with the highest pain prediction. We contrast this loss against the original MIL loss

– MIL-OG – used in literature that averages the top pain and no-pain predictions separately

to obtain the video level prediction. Lastly, we compare against a simple cross entropy loss

– CE – where each frame or clip is separately supervised during training. The test results

are still obtained by averaging the top k clip level predictions to keep results comparable.

Firstly, by comparing ‘Ours-MIL’ against ‘CE’ we see that using a weakly supervised

setting is essential, and that pain and no-pain does not have a dense presence in this dataset.

In fact, the results are close to random when a strongly supervised training model is used

with F1 performance at 49.1% for ‘CE-Frame’. The use of dynamic information with clip

based inputs leads to improved performance, however, the overall performance is still lower

than training with weak supervision.

Secondly, by comparing against ‘MIL-OG’, we see that our modified MIL loss is necessary

to learn a reasonable model for pain. In fact, use of MIL-OG leads to a worse model of pain

than random guessing with 47.7% F1 score. This bolsters our underlying reasoning that clips

with no-pain features may exist in pain videos and should not be penalized during training

in order to develop a good pain model.

6.3.4 Attributes of Pain

Figure 6.5 shows some clips that our model classifies as painful. The clips feature some

classic signs of pain such as the ‘lowered ears’ [17] (second through fourth rows), a lifted

hind leg (first row) which corresponds with ‘non-weight bearing’ [231], ‘lying down’ (fifth

and sixth rows), ‘looking at flank’(seventh row) as described in [232], and the gross pain

behavior, ‘stretching’ (last row) [12]. These results show a good correspondence between
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the visual attributes our model focuses on to determine pain, and the pain scales used by

veterinary experts to determine equine pain.

6.4 Discussion

This work proposes a method for determining equine pain from surveillance footage, using

weak labels. In order to ensure that pain is learned from horse body language, we use a self

supervised generative model to disentangle horse pose from horse identity and background.

The resulting pose representation is then used to learn a pain prediction model that is

weakly supervised with a novel pain specific multi instance learning loss. Our models show

a tendency to overfit, but can achieve performance up to 60% accuracy which is higher than

human performance on equine pain detections as shown in a past study [28]. We qualitatively

analyze our model’s disentangled pose and identity features, and show quantitative and

qualitative results on pain detection. We do not use any exclusion criteria for our test

data, which often contains views of the horse that are cropped and self occluded, making

successful visual determination of pain extremely unlikely. Future work should include a

means to excluding pain predictions on video clips that do not have a clear enough view of

the horse, and developing a means to regularize the pain detection head.
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Figure 6.5: Video segments correctly detected as painful by our model. The detected seg-
ments display signs of pain such as avoiding weight bearing (1st row), backwards ears and
painful facial expressions (2nd-4th rows), lying down (5-6th rows), looking at the painful leg
(7th row), and stretching (last row).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis explored the problem of automatic visual detection of pain in the horse. As a

cross-disciplinary and new area of research, it presented challenges that required interdisci-

plinary collaboration, and the invention of novel computer methods.

We first described the facial expression of pain in horses in terms of the objective, compre-

hensive, and biologically grounded language of equine facial action coding system. Towards

this end, we developed a graph based method that uses correlations between facial move-

ments to deduce the components of the pain expression in horses. Following, we developed

an automatic and easy to use application for finding horse faces in videos that veterinary re-

searchers may use to quickly identify time segments suitable for facial expression annotation

from long videos. The application has saved EquiFACS annotators hours in valuable anno-

tation time, and has been instrumental in the description of both the pain and the stress face

in horses in terms of EquiFACS. These works have relied on interdisciplinary collaboration

to push the boundaries of veterinary research in horse pain.

Apart from veterinary science, we also developed novel computer vision methods for iden-

tification of horse facial parts, weakly supervised action localization, and weakly supervised

horse pain detection from surveillance video footage. We developed a means for identify-

ing facial keypoints in animal faces that made use of large readily available human keypoint
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datasets via face structure warping, and built and released a dataset for horse facial keypoint

detection. We presented a graph convolution based method for action localization that, by

the explicit use of similarity relationships between time segments in videos, could temporally

localize the extent of actions in videos despite not being trained with any such annotation.

Finally, we developed a method for pain detection in horses that used surveillance video

footage with weak video level labels. In the process, we exploited the availability of multiple

views of surveillance video to learn a representation of the horse pose that was independent

of its background, and identity, and did not require any additional annotation. The pain

detection model used horse pose cues exclusively to deduce the pain status of the horse,

and identified pain features that aligned well with pain scales currently used by veterinary

practitioners.

While this thesis has helped address some of the challenges in automatic horse pain

detection, there are a number of directions in which research in this area can grow. Below, I

summarize some of the exciting directions in which research in this field can and is growing.

7.1 Future Work

Beyond Pain. While pain is an extremely important modality of affective state in horses,

it is also important to develop automated recognition systems for other emotional and behav-

ioral states in horses. As prey animals, horses are prone to fear and anxiety, and being able

to identify and prevent triggers for these negative affective states can not only improve horse

well being, but reduce the chances of traumatic injury, and the substantial monetary cost of

tranquilizers, relaxants, and even massage that horse practitioners currently incur [233]. In

a recent work, we adapted the co-occurrence graph method from Chapter 2 to identify the

expression of a negative, but not painful, affective state commonly referred to as stress in

horses [46]. Future work would be creating an automated visual stress recognition system.

In addition, our understanding of pain expressions in horses is nascent. Similar to the
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study by Prkatchin et al [35] on modalities of pain, future work can focus on understanding

how horses express pain differently based on different sources and intensity of pain. Know-

ing this may be very useful for diagnosis of underlying medical conditions, particularly for

those that are difficult to identify – such as low grade lameness. Relatedly, there is little

work on the interaction, particularly temporal interaction, between facial and body expres-

sions of pain, with previous work focusing on either faces (e.g. [27]) or body (Chapter 6).

Understanding how both sources of expression correlate would be a useful, holistic, and

consequently powerful direction of research, particularly since pain hiding under observation

behavior probably relates the most to gross body behavior [19].

Beyond Videos and Images. This thesis has focused on image and video data. However,

different modalities of information may be used to develop our understanding of horse pain.

For instances heart monitors were used in the previously mentioned study of stress [46],

and may also be used to study pain responses. Relatedly, 2D image and video data can be

unflattened to get a more holistic and 3D understanding of the animal. This direction has

been pursued to build 3D models of animals [215, 216], but can also be used to infer horse

health, as has been done in [218] for deducing lameness. Audio and interactivity cues are

also very important in veterinary pain evaluations, and may also be included in an automatic

pain detection system for a more holistic understanding of pain.

Beyond Experimental Datasets. Expert collected experimental datasets like those used

in Chapters 2 and 6 are important to develop a gold standard for both emotion understand-

ing in animals, and emotion detection by automatic systems. However, these datasets are

difficult and expensive to collect and cannot be scaled easily.

In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of dataset scalability in multiple ways. We

presented methods that required only weak labels in Chapters 5 and 6, presented a method

for assisting and speeding up annotation in Chapter 3, and proposed a means to transfer

information from big datasets that are already available in Chapter 4.
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Other works have also identified the need for scalable data solutions, and have like us,

proposed to transfer information from human datasets [210], and from synthetic data [211].

There are millions of videos and images of horses on the web with tags about the horse

type, age, and activity. Utilizing these resources can be extremely useful to build a better

visual model of horse shape, and movement, and may even be useful for expression under-

standing. Crowd sourcing expression and face annotation may also be extremely useful to

build a holistic understanding of animal facial expressions. In fact, crowd sourced annotation

has been used for pig farms already in China [234] which makes the use of similar model for

dataset creation an extremely promising direction for horse understanding.

Beyond Horses. Features of pain are shared amongst livestock mammals. For example

orbital tightening has been described for horses [17], cattle [13], and sheep [14], and an

arched back is a painful body behavior associated with both horses and cattle [232, 13]. It

would be very useful to develop a cross-species pain detection model that is not only able to

infer the pain status of different mammals, but is also able to train and transfer knowledge

between the creatures. The method may draw from domain transfer as used in Chapter 4, as

well as the use of self supervision for disentangled latent representation learning, as shown

in Chapter 6, to project face and body behavior learned from each different species to a

common latent space that is then jointly used to deduce pain state of the input livestock

mammal.

Beyond Interdisciplinary Teams. An essential part of my PhD was learning to identify

areas of research that were of interest to both me as a computer vision researcher, and my

collaborators as veterinary researchers. It was important to understand how animal behavior

studies are carried out, how video and image data from these studies is collected and stored,

and finally, how it is annotated for analysis. It was also of great value to gain an overview

of the statistical methods used to analyse collected data in veterinary science. Similarly,

my veterinary collaborators learned how data is used to train, test, and evaluate machine
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learning classification systems, and about the challenges computer vision systems face when

working with small, or sparsely annotated datasets. While rewarding, these learning curves

can be flattened in future interdisciplinary collaborations on automatic animal behavior

understanding. This can include the development of courses presenting seminal research from

across disciplines, course requirements that cut across research departments for graduate

students, and co-advising by professors from both computer and veterinary or animal science.

Relatedly, with the wide adoption of machine, particularly deep, learning in industry, easy to

use machine learning tools are available for researchers without computer science background

for use in their research work. Pairing student researchers with similar research interests,

but different academic backgrounds can be a very productive means of growing research in

automatic animal behavior detection.

Automatic recognition animal behavior is a challenging and multifaceted discipline that

is only just beginning to emerge through collaborations between veterinary experts and

computer vision and machine learning scientists. Even though this thesis presents first

and small steps towards solving the larger problem of automatic behavior understanding in

animals, I hope it will be helpful for future researchers in this domain.
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